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ABSTRACT
Lead remains one of the largest environmental toxins affecting children today
(Costa, et al., 2004). It is associated with lower IQ, learning difficulties, decreased
economic potential and other negative health effects and social behaviors (Kordas et al.,
2006). In the United States (U.S.), high amounts of lead remain in and immediately
around housing built before 1978 (Tarragó, 2015) as well as a variety of other sources,
including cosmetics such as lip balms, that are marketed to the most lead-vulnerable
population: young children. Lip balm was found to be the source a lead poisoned child in
Minnesota (Minnesota resident, 28 years of age).
This study examines lead content in lip balms that are highly desirable to young
children. A well-rounded literature review examines physical properties of lead and how
it affects the body. It also delves into susceptible populations, exposure factors, as well
as how lip balms are regulated under the U.S Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Due
to the enticing nature of lip balms, information on sweet taste preferences and child-direct
marketing will be explored as well.
Twenty-five lip balms were collected from various retail outlets. These samples
were analyzed using Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) to
determine lead content. ICP-MS technology is used to detect and quantify amounts (in
parts per million or ppm) of a specific material within a substance. Descriptive, bivariate
and Chi Squared statistics were analyzed through JMP software and compared lead
content to various characteristics of the lip balms to determine possible associations.

Since many lip balms are flavored and marketed to young children as toys,
children have relatively easy access to them. This sets up scenarios in which young
children can easily ingest more lip balm than the manufacturer’s intention, even ingesting
an entire product in one sitting. Therefore, an Average Daily Dose (ADD) Risk
Assessment and estimated blood lead levels (BLLs) were calculated to estimate risk
associated with use of lip balms in different scenarios.
Lead was present in all 25 lip balms analyzed in this study. Higher lead content
was significantly associated with several lip balm characteristics in this convenience
sample including, cross-promotional character related, flavor, country of origin, and “Use
under adult supervision” warnings. Lower lead content was significantly associated with
“Keep out of reach of children” warnings. ADD calculations and BLL predictions were
made and revealed some of the lip balms would produce BLLs above 5µg/dL (the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention’s [CDC] level of concern) in different hypothetical
situations.
Armed with this information, every effort to prevent exposure to any amount of
lead should be made, especially in flavored lip products marketed to young children. Due
to the small sample size of this study, more research is warranted on lip balms that
include lead content and use among children to more accurately assess this situation. In
the meantime, public and primary health care providers need to be aware of the
possibility of lip balms as a source of EBLLs and educate caregivers about this danger.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Environmental and public health officials have been battling lead exposure and its
negative effects for decades. Recent accounts of Flint, Michigan’s water supply
poisoning thousands of people has drawn attention to the fact that lead is a persistant
problem all over the United States (Hanna-Attisha, LaChance, Sadler, & Champney
Schnepp, 2015). Lead dust as small as a grain of salt or sugar can cause elevated blood
lead levels (EBLL) in children (Glass-Pue, 2013). Many adverse health effects are
associated with lead at very low blood lead levels (BLL). As a result, no BLL is deemed
safe (Lanphear et al., 2005). In light of this information, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) is now focusing on the long-term impact lead has on a child’s
ability to behave, read and pay attention in school (Haan, 2014). Due to these factors,
researchers are ethically unable to study lead’s effects using randomized double blind
clinical control studies on the human body, and have turned to animal studies to try to
understand lead’s neurotoxic mechanisms (Abadin et al., 2007).
According to the Iowa Department of Public Health, lead poisoning occurs in one
in of seven Iowa children. Children are particularly sensitive to lead’s negative effects
(Abadin et al., 2007). Signs and symptoms can be subtle, being vague at best – leaving
blood lead level (BLL) test results as the first indication of lead absorption (Erickson &
Thompson, 2005). With 90% of brain development occuring in the first 5 years of life,
very low levels of lead in the blood can produce life-long neurologic consequesnces such
as: learning disabilities, lower Intelligence Quotient (IQ) scores, Attention Deficit
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Disorder/Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADD/ADHD), impulsiveness,
physical growth stunting, as well as hearing and kidney damage (Kordas et al., 2006).
Extremely high levels can lead to severe mental and physical disabilities, coma and even
death (Evens et al., 2015; Glass-Pue, 2013).
Lead also has social consequences that include: behavior and relationship
problems, aggression and criminal activity. The most common predictor of juvenile
criminal activity, aggressive behavior and deliquency is the purpetrator’s blood lead level
when they were seven years old. The second most common predictor of these behaviors
is anemia or low levels of iron in the blood, making it easier for the body to absorb lead
(Glass-Pue, 2013). Also of interest are individuals who regularly shoot firearms and
frequently utilize firing ranges have higher BLLs, as much as 2-3 times as those who do
not engage in these activities (Abadin et al., 2007).
Lead is an overpowering economic, health and social burden in society. Each
dollar invested in preventing lead hazards could result in at least $17 upwards to $221 in
returns based on medical cost, academic accommodations, mental health costs, lost IQ
and lifetime earning potential, relationships, behaviors and crime (Gould, 2009). Costs
related directly to the health care treatment of lead in the United States are an estimated
$43.5 billion each year (Schnur & John, 2014). However, the largest chunck of lead’s
expenses come from decreased life-time earning potential, valued at $206 million every
year for each birth year cohort (Haan, 2014). Who is working to stop that leak in the
economy (Haan, 2014)?
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In the United States, many major sources of lead have been eliminated through
policy, but holes in these safety nets are still present (Tarragó, 2015). Household dust
contaminated with lead particulate is the dominant source for early childhood lead
exposure in the United States (Lanphear et al., 2002). However, there are several other
sources that still pose a threat including drinking water and/or lip balms, things most
people consider safe for even the most vulnerable population: children. Unfortunately,
most caregivers do not know about the possible dangers that lurk in these items.
Federal, state and local laws enacted to decrease EBLLs have had impressive
success rates. The maximum contaminant level for lead in drinking water is 0.015 ppm
and the goal is zero (National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, 2000). The level for
candy frequently eaten by children is 0.1 ppm (Center for Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition, 2016b). These regulations reflect the CDC’s stance on lead, stating there is no
safe lead level (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2014).
However, cosmetic manufacturing, in which most lip balms marketed to children
fall, is an economically booming industry that is by and large unregulated (Engel,
Nudelman, Rasanayagam, Witte, & Palmer, 2016). United States (U.S.) Code does not
require safety data be submitted by any cosmetic manufacturer. The United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) shoulders the responsibility to prove a product or a
specific ingredient is indeed harmful when it is used according to the directions on its
label (U.S. Food and Drug Administration [FDA], 2015). After an exposé lipstick study
in 2007, the FDA conducted its own study of over 400 lip products (Brown, 2013).
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Using this information as well as average adult lipstick usage, the FDA recommends a
maximum lead level of 10 parts per million (ppm) for lip products (FDA, 2016f).
The FDA admits lead is a contaminate of the natural environment that cannot be
completely avoided in cosmetics (FDA, 2016f). Since lead is generally a contaminant of
an ingredient used in cosmetics, it is therefore not listed on the ingredient list (FDA,
2016a). Several cosmetic color additives are not allowed in food and/or drugs or have
maximal lead limits when used in food and/or drugs. Yet, these color additives are
allowed for cosmetics, most without maximal lead limits when used in cosmetics – even
lip products (Listing of color, 1977).
Unlike cosmetics such as unflavored lipsticks, many lip balms have fruity or
confectionary flavors, especially ones young children find appealing. Biology urges the
human to prefer sweet tasting foods to prepare the body in case of famine (Mennella,
Bobowski, & Reed, 2016). Children overwhelmingly prefer sweet tastes (Cornwell &
McAlister, 2011). Preschool aged children consume upwards of 25% of their calories
from snacks, with sweet dessert-like foods or candy accounting for the vast majority of
those calories (Piernas & Barry, 2010). An affinity for certain types of foods are known
to increase the likelihood of chewing and swallowing said foods (Wansink, 2004).
Coupled with the fact that preschool-aged children are known to put their hands or other
objects in their mouths an average of 13-20 times an hour, this puts children at an
increased risk for toxic exposure (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 2007;
Xue et al., 2007).
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Flavored lip balms are packaged as a toy or many times with a toy. This makes
them very similar to novel confectionaries. Many novel sweets are marketed specifically
and consumed by children without adult supervision or even knowledge of the candies
(Stewart et al., 2013). In order to gain trust among consumers, manufacturers use stealthmarketing techniques such as product placement and cross-promotional character
placement in children’s movies, television shows, online content and in video games
among other venues. The more people see the character in a novel light (singing, actively
moving, happy, colorful), the more it entices the consumer to purchase products
associated with the character (Calvert, 2017). By the age of two, children are becoming
autonomous consumers and they will choose treats, very often sweet tasting and/or novel
items as they shop with caregivers (Stewart et al., 2013).
Children under eight years of age are particularly vulnerable to stealth-marketing
tactics, as their cognitive ability to comprehend the persuasive nature of said strategies
has yet to develop. During this stage of preoperational cognitive development, young
children are drawn in by visual and auditory perceptions, and are unable to decipher
whether a product is the best choice for them. Children are particularly drawn to bright,
vibrant colors, an attribute which many lip balms or their packages possess (Calvert,
2017). As previously stated, the FDA recognizes the dyes that produce these bright
colors as a possible source of lead contamination. These strategies also undermine older
children and mature adults as well, making their product seem more trustworthy to the
consumer (Calvert, 2017). Obtaining novel sweets elicits feelings of happiness and peer
approval (Stewart et al., 2013).
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This project was inspired by a personal story of a young girl whose EBLL was
traced back to her lip balm in the mid 2010s (Minnesota resident, 28 years of age).
Research on lead in lip balm is difficult to find at best and is needed to evaluate lip
balms’ effect on health (Gao et al., 2015). A broad literature review includes facts on
lead’s physical properties, how it enters and is measured in the body as well as
toxicokinetics, populations most affected, exposure factors, health, social and economic
detriments related to it. The literature review also discusses cosmetic regulations, child
direct marketing and taste preferences. The methods for this research include lip balm
samples, specific characteristics about the samples and Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry analysis followed by exposure rate calculations. Data analysis using JMP
was employed for descriptive analysis and to determine noteworthy associations between
lead and individual lip balm characteristics. This study ends with discussion,
recommendations and conclusions.
Statement of Problem
This descriptive study examines and compares the lead content of lip balms with
different attributes associated with said lip balms. This study will also estimate an
average daily lead exposure rate for lip balm use.
Delimitations
This study is delimited to the following:
1.

The 25 lip balms purchased

2.

The information provided on the label and/or website

3.

Information for Child Specific Exposures
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Over the last century, several measures have drastically decreased BLLs in
children living in the United States (Glass-Pue, 2013). While lead-based paint continues
to be the main culprit for most childhood lead poisonings, there are other ubiquitous
sources that can also contribute significantly to a child’s overall lead burden (White et al.,
1998). Even though lead has been a component of cosmetics for thousands of years
(Dapul & Laraque, 2014), few studies have analyzed lead content in lip balms (Gao et al.,
2015). Young children have relatively easy access to many lip balms as they are usually
marketed as a harmless toy, especially when the lip balm is affiliated with a familiar
cross-promotional character. Many lip balms marketed to children are fruit or candy
flavored; therefore, they have the potential to be used more frequently and/or outright
eaten by a young child.
As one of the top ten chemicals identified by the World Health Organization
(WHO) requiring action by its Member States, lead is a serious public health issue
(World Health Organization [WHO], 2015). Children absorb lead more readily than
adults do and the metal can be found in and have a toxic effect in several body
compartments (Abadin et al., 2007). Signs and symptoms of lead poisoning are vague at
best and not necessarily noticed by children, their care-givers or health care providers
(Tarragó, 2015). Many times the only way people know they or their children have
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ingested or inhaled lead is through blood screenings performed by most health care
providers during well-child visits (Erickson & Thompson, 2005).
Young children are the most vulnerable to lead’s negative effects (Young et al.,
2016). There are several factors to consider for lead exposure in this population,
including access to lead-based paint as well as hand-to-mouth activity with hands as well
as other objects, such as toys (Schnur & John, 2014). Lead’s absorption is greatly
enhanced on an empty stomach, and children probably do not use lip balms during meal
times (Abadin et al., 2007). Because they are considered a cosmetic or drug by the
manufacturer’s intended use, lip balms fall under the FDA’s regulations, but are largely
unregulated (Engel et al., 2016; FDA, 2016f). Children prefer sweet tasting foods and are
very impressionable with marketing efforts that include flavors, colors and crosspromotional characters (Cornwell & McAlister, 2011). These combined factors place
children at a much higher risk for EBLL related to lip balm use.
Lead
Lead is a heavy metal that is found naturally within the Earth’s crust. As an
element, it is in its simplest form and does not break down as other toxic chemical-like
substances (W. Stigliani, personal communication, 2015). It is generally found bound to
at least one other element, forming lead compounds (Abadin et al., 2007). It has several
desirable qualities, rendering it useful in many applications until its toxic properties were
brought to light.
Lead has fungicidal properties and resists moisture well, making its use in
residential paint very popular through the 1950s and finally banned for residential use in
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the U.S. in 1978 (Papian, 2016). It is malleable, yet sturdy making it ideal for use in
transporting water until banned in the U.S. in the mid 1980s (National Primary Drinking
Water Regulations, 2000). It has also been used in: shields to protect unwanted X-Ray
exposure to tissues in medical applications, ammunition, stained glass, car batteries, and
fishing lures among other things. Its use as a gasoline additive helped prevent corrosion
inside engines, but the exhaust left microscopic particles in the air and the soil where
those particles settled. The largest use for lead today is in vehicle batteries (Young et al.,
2016).
Lead’s use in cosmetics dates back thousands of years (Brown, 2013).
Historically, it was used in the dyes and pigments. Unfortunately, it is still used as such
on children in the form of surma or kohl eye-liner in some developing countries (Schnur
& John, 2014). In cosmetics marketed in the U.S., lead is generally a contaminant of a
color additive used in the product, rather than an intentionally added ingredient (Listing
of color, 1977).
Absorption
There are several things that factor into lead’s absorption, metabolism, retention
and clearance from the body, including: age, particle size, route of exposure and presence
of similar elements at the time of exposure. Lead’s metabolic activity in different
compartments or organ systems in the body largely depends on the presence of these
elements and lead’s ability to mimic them. This section examines specific features that
increase the likelihood of absorption, how lead is used within the body as well as how it
is cleared from the body.
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There are many reasons why children are more susceptible to lead than other age
groups are. Their immature organ systems and protective filtering mechanisms as well as
a longer time frame to express damage from hazardous exposures are the main reasons
(Abadin et al., 2007). Children absorb and retain more lead than adults (Ziegler,
Edwards, Jensen, Mahaffey, & Fomon, 1978). Children absorb as much as 53% of the
lead they ingest (Alexander, 1974) with children under two years of age absorbing an
average of 42% of ingested lead (Ziegler et al., 1978). Young children also retain as
much as 32% of that absorbed lead (Ziegler et al., 1978). These values are much higher
than adult absorption rates reported by Kehoe (1961) of 10% (Ziegler et al., 1978). Adult
retention rates are estimated at 1% for all lead ingested, inhaled or absorbed into the body
(Abadin et al., 2007).
Particle size plays a role in how much lead is absorbed. Many public health
authorities use a grain of sugar as an analogy, stating only 3 grains of sugar can cause an
EBBL in a child (“Show Your Impact,” 2010). Lead is more readily absorbed when
particle sizes are < 50 µ in size, by as much as five times compared to 500-1000 µ
particles (Barltrop & Meek, 1979). Fifty µ is about the size of the end of a human hair.
In adults, 35% of inhaled particles 1µg or smaller are absorbed. Of that, 50% attaches to
red blood cells (Chamberlain et al., 1975). This will be discussed in greater detail in later
subchapters.
Lead enters the body through ingestion, inhalation or absorption through the skin.
Lead absorption through the skin occurs at a much lower rate than ingestion or inhalation
and is estimated at under 0.3% (Abadin et al., 2007). Lead absorbed through inhalation
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ranks second as particles must be very small to pass through the lungs’ alveoli. Even so,
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set National Ambient Air Quality
Standards through the Clean Air Act, dictating lead must be no more than 0.15 µg/m3
over a 3-month period. This applies to source (specific factory using lead) as well as
non-source (overall city) monitoring (Clean Air Act, 1970). Lead absorption is highest
when ingested rather than inhaled or through dermal exposure (Blake & Mann, 1983).
Ingested lead is primarily absorbed in the duodenum (the first section of the small
intestine), but can also occur in the ileum (the last section of the small intestine) and
colon (the large intestine). The exact absorption mechanisms are unknown but animal
studies suggest lead is absorbed through the intestinal mucosa to the blood actively, via
carrier-mediated transport by latching onto another molecule (usually a protein) to move
into the blood. Lead can also be absorbed through passive diffusion that may include
moving through tight intercellular junctions (Mushak, 1991).
The presence of food in the gut plays a role in how much lead is absorbed versus
lead remaining in the intestinal tract and being excreted through the feces. Lead is
readily absorbed when fasting, as much as 63% in adults. Fasting for as little as a few
hours can increase lead absorption by as much as three to four times (Rabinowitz,
Kopple, & Wetherill, 1980). Children have higher gastric emptying rates than adults,
again making them more susceptible than adults (Mahaffey, 1995). Lead absorbed
through the gut is hindered with food intake, particularly calcium, with only 3% being
absorbed when taken with a meal (James, Hilburn, & Blair, 1985). Dietary calcium has
an inverse relationship to lead’s absorption and retention (Mahaffey, Gartside, & Glueck,
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1986; Ziegler et al., 1978). Children with iron deficiency absorb more lead than those
who have adequate iron intake (Marcus & Schwartz, 1987). The presence of iron,
calcium and phosphorus as part of a recently ingested meal are the most important factors
preventing lead transferring from the gut to the blood (Abadin et al., 2007; Alexander,
1974; Mushak, 1991).
Biomarkers
Lead is measured in the body by a variety of means depending on the specific
body compartment (blood, bones, brain, kidneys or other tissues/organs) being measured.
Blood is measured most often for obvious ethical reasons when studying vital organs and
tissues as well as accuracy. Other biomarkers such as urine, saliva, sweat, semen, hair,
and nails have also been studied. Some studies have used cadavers and cremated specific
tissues to determine the body’s lead burden (Barry, 1975). This section will review
biomarkers used to determine lead in these different tissues and body fluids.
BLLs are the most commonly used and recognized method to measure lead in the
body. Unfortunately, blood only accounts for 2% of the body and with a shorter half-life
is reflective of more recent exposures (Barry, 1975; Rabinowitz, Wetherill, & Kopple,
1976). A reading of 5µg/dL is considered elevated for both children and adults (CDC,
2014). Public health officials have guidelines to follow at different EBLL increments to
treat the affected person (Young et al., 2016).
BLLs are measured as capillary or venous samples. The Lead Care II by
Magellan Diagnostics uses Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (ASV) measures capillary
samples and is recommended by the CDC for both capillary and venous BLL analysis
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(Advisory Committee, 2013). The procedure requires a 50µL sample of capillary blood.
The sample is mixed with hydrochloric acid to break open or lyse the erythrocytes and
release the lead within it. The test strip is then negatively potentiated attracting the lead
to it. The analyzer then reads the electric current produced and compares it to calculate a
quantitative result. While capillary results can be off by as much as 6µg/dL for results
under 40 µg/dL and 15 µg/dL for results over 40 µg/dL, it is a great means to screen a
larger number of people at a relatively low cost (Magellan Diagnostics, 2015). Venous
testing is more accurate and used to confirm BLL over 5 µg/dL. In Iowa, samples are
sent to the State Hygienic Lab for analysis (Young et al., 2016). This increases the cost
as well as the time required to obtain results.
In Iowa, children who receive Medicaid benefits are required to undergo blood
lead screening (either capillary or venous) at 12 and 24 months of age, even if they do not
have any other risk factors. Children receiving Medicaid benefits who did not undergo
screening and/or receive said benefits at 12 or 24 months of age are then subject to the
screening at 36 months of age. All children, regardless of health insurance status, are
required to have at least one BLL test before entering kindergarten. However, there is no
penalty for not having the screening performed. Many pediatricians will conduct a risk
assessment for children at well-child visits regardless of health insurance to see if a blood
test is warranted. While these assessments focus on the most common sources of lead,
especially lead based paint, cosmetic use and more specifically, lip balms are not
mentioned in the questionnaire (Young et al., 2016).
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Skeletal lead can be measured with XRF or X-Ray Fluorescence. Lead retained
in bones and teeth has a much longer half-life and better reflect total body burden and
long-term exposures, as well as when absorption occurred. Lead is deposited in specific
bone regions undergoing high rates of calcification when it is absorbed. Lead
accumulation occurs in the trabecular or ends of the long bones during childhood and in
the cortical and trabecular areas in adults (Abadin et al., 2007).
Urinary lead is used to measure excrement rates and recent exposures. Saliva and
sweat measurements do not correlate well with BLL and are not used regularly. Lead in
hair as a biomarker is difficult to differentiate from lead one has been exposed to in the
environment and/or hair colorings that contain lead acetate as an ingredient. However,
studies have shown hair lead to correlate with lead levels in the kidney and liver of
deceased people who worked in lead smelters. Lead has also been studied in semen and
breastmilk. Urine, saliva, sweat, hair, nails, and semen lead levels are gathered and
studied much less than that of blood and bone (Abadin et al., 2007).
Toxicokinetics
From the gut, lead is absorbed into the blood stream where it can then travel
around the body. Lead’s ability to mimic essential cations such as calcium and iron allow
it to interfere and even impair bodily functions, particularly in the blood, kidneys, brain
and bones (Abadin et al., 2007). This section discusses the mechanisms lead uses to gain
access to these areas and how it disrupts their normal operations.
The red blood cell’s or erythrocyte’s main function is to carry oxygen to the
tissues and remove carbon dioxide from said tissues. Erythrocytes hold 99% of lead
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found in the blood as it binds to iron-seeking proteins within the cell. It takes about 40
days to clear most lead from the blood stream with an average half-life of 10-12 days
(Heath, Soole, McLaughlin, McEwan, & Edwards, 2003). Without repeated or chronic
exposure, considerable decreases can be detected in 12 weeks. Plasma lead is generally
bound to proteins, especially albumins and ƴ-globulin. Lead can prevent kidneys from
producing adequate amounts of erythropoietin, a hormone controlling erythrocyte
production. Lead also causes premature erythrocyte destruction (Abadin et al., 2007).
Lead most often binds to δ-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD), a specific
enzymatic protein within the erythrocyte, a precursor to heme. ALAD usually binds with
iron, but in the iron deficient will choose lead if available. Lead directly inhibits ALAD
activity (Bergdahl, Grubb, Schiitz, Desnick, & Wetrn, 1997). Heme is a precursor to
hemoglobin which is responsible for carrying oxygen within the erythrocytes to tissues
throughout the body. Impaired heme synthesis can lead to decreased hemoglobin
concentrations and overall decreased oxygen perfusion in the body. These singular or
combined factors call the bone marrow into action, releasing erythrocytes before they are
fully mature, resulting in reticulocyte anemia (Abadin et al., 2007). Any one of these can
be enough to induce subtle or overt symptoms of low oxygen perfusion. The effects of
low hemoglobin cascades into impaired neurological, renal, endocrine, and hepatic
functions, many of which manifest sub clinically (Abadin et al., 2007). These vague
symptoms make it difficult for health care professionals to pin-point lead as the culprit.
Lead’s ability to mimic and replace calcium allows it to be shuttled through
channels normally reserved for calcium. It then binds to proteins in soft tissues,
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particularly the brain, kidneys and liver (Abadin et al., 2007). Lead’s half-life in the soft
tissues is roughly 40 days (Rabinowitz et al., 1976). Most of the time, lead levels are
significantly lower in five to six months, if exposure and absorption have halted.
Lead replaces calcium within the kidney’s tubule cells’ mitochondria, binding to
specific proteins. This can interfere with proper glomerular filtration leading to kidney
damage and the limited ability to filter the blood (Abadin et al., 2007). As the primary
function of the kidney, this can lead to toxic build-up of any number of substances and
other negative health effects. Lead can restrict how Vitamin D 3 regulates calcium in the
kidneys (Mahaffey, 1995). Chronic lead exposure is well associated with hypertension
involving an impaired renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (Carmignani, Boscolo,
Poma, & Volpe, 1999). Lead-induced hypertension is also associated with nitric oxide
depletion. Nitric oxide is instrumental in peripheral vasodilation and blood pressure
regulation. Lead is believed to disrupt endothelial cell-signaling, prohibiting vessels to
call for the blood vessel relaxing nitric oxide that leads to a drop in blood pressure
(Gonick, Ding, Bondy, Ni, & Vaziri, 2017).
Lead is most notoriously known for how it affects the nervous system. Due to
ethical issues, animal studies have been used to try to understand lead’s neurotoxic
mechanisms. Lead’s ability to mimic and/or disrupt calcium’s actions or homeostasis is
the main mechanism in which it affects the nervous system. Lead may damage the
brain’s microvascular formation and function. High lead levels can even cause extensive
blood-brain barrier defects that can allow albumin molecules to enter the brain. Water
generally follows albumin, but in young children, an undeveloped lymphatic system is
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unable to clear the extra fluid, resulting in edema and intracranial pressure. This can
result in acute lead-related encephalopathy and death (Abadin et al., 2007).
Lead’s capacity to replace calcium increases its ability to cross the blood-brain
barrier, especially one that is not fully mature (Lidsky & Schneider, 2003). Calcium is
responsible for several transmission processes that occur between nerve cells (synaptic)
including construction of these neurotransmitters and nerve ending (dendritic) branching.
Lead also affects the pruning of any unnecessary nerve cell connections, key occurrences
that happen rapidly in the first five years of life. Neurotransmitters most studied are
acetylcholine, dopamine and glutamate; all three of which play a large role in learning,
memory and emotional control in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex regions of the
brain. Lead is thought to decrease the body’s ability to make and release these
neurotransmitters, resulting in impaired executive functioning, learning, and impulse
control among other neurologic functions discussed elsewhere in this work (Abadin et al.,
2007).
The body retains more lead in the skeleton and for longer periods of time than
other compartments. As much as 73% of lead’s overall body burden for children lies
within the bones. In adults this figure rises to 94% (Barry, 1975). Lead has a half-life of
several decades, averaging 27 years. Developing skeletal tissue requires calcium for
hardening as well as long term storage if the mineral is needed in the future. If lead is
present in those who lack adequate calcium, the body will use the heavy metal instead.
Unfortunately, during future calcium deficient times the body can take and use the stored
lead, repeating the cycle at any time during the lifecycle. However, growing children,
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pregnant and nursing mothers, as well as those with osteoporosis, are at higher risk for
this phenomenon. Calcium deficiency coupled with elevated bone formation during early
childhood give rise to lead’s ability to be recirculated, filling calcium demands
throughout the body without it necessarily being excreted (Abadin et al., 2007).
Lead is primarily excreted through the feces, when it is not absorbed through the
gastrointestinal tract, especially in the presence of calcium and phosphorus as
components of a recent meal (Abadin et al., 2007; Alexander, 1974). After lead has been
absorbed and the body is ready to release it, approximately 1/3 of it is excreted is though
the feces, with urine, perspiration, saliva, nails, hair, and breast milk moving it out of the
body at smaller scales (Abadin et al., 2007). These fecal excretion mechanisms for
absorbed lead are not fully understood. It is believed to occur through the liver secreting
the lead into bile after it breaks apart the erythrocytes that contain it, as well as through
gastric fluid and saliva (Erickson & Thompson, 2005; Rabinowitz et al., 1976). When
BLL are above 25µg/dL, the kidneys will excrete lead at higher rates (Abadin et al.,
2007).
Lead’s ability to mimic calcium and iron can impair several complex essential
cellular functions. Most notable are the mechanisms occurring in the blood, kidneys,
brain and bone. Not only does lead affect a wide variety of processes in the body, its
effects as well as its physical form are capable of lingering in the body for several
decades.
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Negative Effects of Lead
Children primarily ingest lead through the mouth and in a variety of ways via this
route. Food can be contaminated from containers holding it or from contaminated dust
landing on it before ingestion (Young et al., 2016). Lead is also found in a variety of
dyes used to color food, drugs as well as cosmetics, some of which are used by young
children and include lip balms (Listing of color,1977). Normal childhood behaviors such
as playing and hand-to-mouth activities make young children especially prone to lead
ingestion (Iowa Department of Public Health [IDPH], 2014). Children absorb
approximately half the lead they consume (Ziegler et al., 1978). Absorption is enhanced
with an empty stomach, especially in the absence of iron and calcium (Dapul & Laraque,
2014).
Lead can take the place of iron in the blood and interferes with erythrocyte
formation, resulting in decreased serum hemoglobin, but not necessarily overt anemia
(Tarragó, 2015). It takes about 40 days to clear most lead from the blood stream with an
average half-life of 10-12 days (Heath et al., 2003). From the bloodstream, 30% of it is
distributed to the soft tissues and 70% to the bones in children. In adults, the numbers are
6% and 94% respectively, making children much more susceptible to neurological and
other soft tissue damage (Barbosa, Tanus-Santos, Gerlach, & Parsons, 2005). Absorbed
lead is also more concentrated in the body of an infant or small child versus a larger adult
body.
Soft tissues most commonly affected by lead are the brain and kidneys. Lead
affecting the nervous system can vary from mild developmental delays in very low BLL
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of 5µg/dL to seizures, encephalopathy or acute brain inflammation and death with high
levels of 70 - 100µg/dL or more (Dapul & Laraque, 2014; Young et al., 2016). A young
child’s brain is more susceptible to the effects of lead due to the immaturity of the bloodbrain barrier which acts like a filter to protect the brain against toxins that could harm it
(WHO, 2015). Chronic childhood EBLL causes irreversible central nervous system
damage specifically in the basal ganglia, cerebellum, frontal and parietal lobes (Cecil et
al., 2011).
Chronic lead exposure is associated with the higher likelihood of intellectual
deficiencies more than sporadic exposures (Lanphear et al., 2005). Seo et al. (2015)
reports the effects of lead on Korean females who were exposed to lead through factory
work and underwent brain imaging studies 10 years after employment and exposure
ceased. The scans depicted lead’s effects on pre-frontal cortex areas relating to executive
functioning. Deficits in this area are linked to decreased ability in higher level abstract
thinking and reasoning, cognitive flexibility, planning, memory and verbal learning.
These effects do not come and go with blood levels, but stay with the person long after
the lead has been cleared from the blood and rest of the body.
Evens et al. (2015) conducted a study of over 47,000 third graders in Chicago
Public Schools and revealed a negative correlation between early childhood EBLL and
standardized test scores. For every BLL increase of 1µg/dL, standardized reading test
scores dropped by 0.60 points and math scores dropped by 0.50 points. They also found
a 1.32 times increased risk of failing standardized math and reading tests for every
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5µg/dL increase in BLL. Their conclusion echoes that of other sources in that BLL of
less than 5µg/dL in early childhood significantly impacts school performance.
Jusko et al. (2008) found childhood lead absorption leading to an EBLL of 5.0-9.9
µg/dL (which is at the CDC’s recommended action level of 5 µg/dL, but too low to
receive interventions by most public health agencies) is also inversely related to
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) test scores. BLLs as low as 2µg/dL may have a negative
impact on Full Scale IQ tests among 6 year olds by as much as 5 points. This small
reduction in IQ may have life-long consequences when qualifying for academic services,
collegiate placement and job training. Scores of 70 or below can qualify children for
special education services which can remarkably help children but can double the cost of
the individual’s education. On the other hand, scores of 125 versus 130 can keep
children out of many talented and gifted programs within the public school system
resulting in decreased academic achievement potential (Jusko et al., 2008). Steeper
declines in cognitive performance have been associated with BLL under 10µg/dL
compared to more gradual decreases with BLL of 10µg/dL or more (Kordas et al., 2006).
Lanphear, who is well-known for studying lead’s effect on cognitive performance, found
no low-end BLL threshold for lead-related intellectual deficiencies among children
whose maximal BLL was 7.5 µg/dL (Lanphear et al., 2005).
Loss of brain development can also result in decreased dopamine availability that
can cause decreased attention spans, impulsiveness, behavioral impairments, all of which
are also symptoms of ADHD (Cory-Slechta, 1995). Wang et al. (2008) find that lead
may cause ADHD in some children. Children who have EBLL of 5-10µg/dL are at 4-8
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times higher risk for developing ADHD. Children with early childhood BLL as low as
2.17µg/dL or more are at 1.552 times more likely to have ADHD symptoms than those
children whose BLL was less than 2.17µg/dL (Choi, Kwon, Lim, Lim, & Ha, 2016).
Low lead exposure is associated with inner ear abnormalities that can affect balance,
visual-motor reasoning, hearing, speech and spatial perception (Needleman, McFarland,
Ness, Fienberg, & Tobin, 2002). These deficiencies are also recognized as ADHD signs
and symptoms. Lead exposure is an ADHD risk factor that is both modifiable and
preventable (Wang et al., 2008).
Other mental health symptoms may manifest from lead’s ability to take the place
of calcium at the cellular level causing emotional disorders including depression and
antisocial behavior later in life (Costa et al., 2004). Childhood and adolescent antisocial
behavior is linked to prenatal as well as postnatal lead exposure, even at low levels
(Dietrich, Douglas, Succopa, Berger, & Bornscheina, 2001; Needleman et al., 2002).
Blood lead levels at age seven are a strong predictor to juvenile delinquency and criminal
behavior later in life (Denno, 1993). Early childhood lead exposure is also associated
with self and parent-reported delinquent acts. These findings remain true even when
accounting for other factors such as family dynamics and various social or medical
considerations (Dietrich et al., 2001).
Dapul and Laraque (2014) describe gastrointestinal effects associated with lead
that include: upset stomach, anorexia, constipation and vomiting. Since lead is better
absorbed on an empty stomach, vomiting and anorexia can result in dehydration,
decreased nutrient absorption and increased lead absorption when exposed to the heavy
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metal. Constipation, while not recognized as a serious health threat, can become a longlived condition that can bring pain, embarrassment and lost productivity to those afflicted
by it. Combined, these factors can contribute to physical stunting as well as other growth
and developmental complications.
Lead is capable of suppressing human growth hormone as well as the body’s
ability to use vitamin D and calcium. This can lead to decreased bone formation and
muscle coordination resulting in stunted physical growth (Henretig, 1998; IDPH, 2014).
Lead competes with calcium in the body and can be stored in the bones with as much as a
10-30 year half-life (Barbosa et al., 2005). As a child’s bones grow and develop, they are
constantly being remodeled and can send stored lead back into the bloodstream, therefore
repeating the cycle and increasing the risk for further brain damage and bone storage
(Barbosa et al., 2005). With such a long half-life, lead stored in the bones can be released
into the bloodstream during pregnancy and lactation if dietary calcium is not sufficient
(Ettinger et al., 2006). This can make lead’s effects multigenerational as it passes
through the placenta or breast milk and into the fetus or nursing child (Dapul & Laraque,
2014).
There are also other ways lead can manifest itself from generation to generation.
Waterborne lead exposure from the combination of lead water pipes and low water pH
has been associated with higher rates of infant mortality in the United States from 19001920 (Clay, Troesken, & Haines, 2014). Other lead-related female reproductive
complications include premature birth, miscarriage, low birth weight as well as exposing
the unborn or nursing child to lead and all its complications including ADHD (Dapul &
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Laraque, 2014). Chronic lead exposure is also associated with male infertility issues such
as reduced sperm concentration, counts and motility (Hernández-Ochoa et al., 2005).
Blood lead levels as low as 3 µg/dL are associated with decreased kidney function
(Fadrowski et al., 2010). Lead interferes with Vitamin D activation in the kidneys which
plays a role in calcium metabolism and immunity (Dapul & Laraque, 2014). Lead is
associated with high blood pressure several decades after low-level chronic exposure
(Lee et al., 2001; Tarragó, 2015). It is well known that high blood pressure in and of
itself can lead to a whole host of undesirable health conditions including cardiovascular
disease and stroke (Tarragó, 2015). All of these have multiple adverse cascading effects
over a lifetime.
Lead-associated costs not only include health, educational and behavior-related
expenses. Intellectual deficits, IQ reductions and antisocial behaviors lay the foundation
for difficulties acquiring and retaining steady employment and continued habitation in
older housing. These in turn can lead to decreased earning potential, continuing the
poverty cycle and perpetuating lead exposure to future generations (Jusko et al., 2008).
Globally, the total estimated cost of childhood EBLL is $977 billion for low and middleincome countries (Attina & Trasande, 2013). In the United States, Gould (2009) reports
the economic burden of lead due to educational, medical, criminal and welfare expenses
as well as decreased lifetime earning potential is conservatively estimated at $192-$270
billion for one cohort of children. For every dollar spent on primary lead prevention,
$17-$221 could be realized. Return on investment efforts to prevent lead absorption and
exposure due to lead-based paint alone are estimated at $12-$155 for every dollar spent
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(Gould, 2009). This proves that lead exposure requires primary prevention efforts in all
health care arenas.
Populations Most Affected by Lead
Several populations are at higher risk for lead poisoning for various reasons.
Physiology, age, work, hobbies, nutrition, age of residence, income level, ethnicity and
other environmental factors all play a role in determining risk. While not all populations
will be discussed, those who are disproportionately affected will be explored further.
The young offspring of any given species tend to be more prone to lead’s effects
than their adult counterparts, even when they are in the same environment (Barltrop,
1969). This is due to several reasons. Younger children absorb and retain higher
amounts of lead per weight unit, with neonates absorbing and retaining the most
(Alexander, 1974). Children under two years of age absorb as much as 42% and retain
32% of the lead they ingest (Ziegler et al., 1978). These figures are much higher than
adults of most species. Approximately 55% of ingested lead is absorbed in very young
rats compared to 1% in adult rats who were given the same dose (Kostial, Simonovic, &
Pisonic, 1971).
Due to rapid growth and development and frequent hand-to-mouth activities,
younger children (under 6 years of age) are very susceptible to lead’s negative effects
(CDC, 2014). EBLLs are strongly associated with frequent hand-to-mouth behaviors
(Ko, Schaefer, Vicario, & Binns, 2007). Children who eat food that has fallen on the
floor, especially if they grip it with their fist rather than their fingers ingest higher
amounts of lead. This is especially noted when meal and/or snack time is unstructured.
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Lead ingestion from this behavior occurs in multiple ways. Children’s hands may
already be lead contaminated from normal crawling and floor activities. They can then
contaminate their food when they pick it up and then ingest the lead, especially if they
use a fisting technique to eat rather than pinching with their fingers (Freeman et al.,
2001). Children absorb about 30% of the lead they ingest through soil and dust (Boeckx,
1986). Food that lands on the floor can also become contaminated from lead dust that is
already on the floor. Therefore, children whose caregivers do not practice adequate hand
hygiene with the child and/or housekeeping to decrease lead-contaminated dust are at
greater risk for lead consumption (Freeman et al., 2001).
It is widely known that most brain development happens very quickly in the first 5
years of life. Lead tends to gravitate toward the soft tissues in children and bones of adults
when equivalent exposure and intake are consumed (Barry, 1975). Lead interferes with
the formation of certain neurotransmitters and does not allow neural cells to properly
communicate with each other (Silbergeld, 1992). This can result in several long-lasting
neurological delays and dysfunctions that were previously discussed in more detail.
People who live in older homes (pre 1978, but especially pre 1960) are at higher
risk for lead exposure (Sayre & Katzel, 1979). Older homes where the paint is in poor
repair is the most common source of childhood lead poisoning (Barltrop, 1968; Young et
al., 2016). While some homeowners or landlords may want to aesthetically update or
make an older home lead-safe, it is imperative to use lead safe practices. When lead-safe
practices are not used to renovate homes, the result can be lead exposure and absorption
to all who live, work and visit the building (Shannon & Graef, 1992).
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Children who live in older housing and who live in poverty bear the greatest risk
(CDC, 2014). Many times, socio-economic status dictates what type of housing one can
afford to live in. Those who live in poverty can generally only afford to live in older
homes and neighborhoods where the lead hazards exist (Young et al., 2016). Infants who
hail from lower socio-economic class show more sensitivity to fetal lead exposure
(Dietrich, Bornschein, & Berger, 1987). As seen in the impoverished city of Flint,
Michigan, the cost saving measures imposed by city officials caused the older lead water
pipes to leach lead into the end-user water supply (Hanna-Attisha et al., 2015). There is a
positive correlation between EBLLs and those who receive public assistance as well as
those who identify as Hispanic on the U.S. Census (Jones, 2012).
Nutritional status plays a large role in lead absorption and retention in the body.
Lead is absorbed better on an empty stomach. Therefore, people who are fasting for
varying reasons will absorb more lead. Food in the gastrointestinal tract slows lead’s
absorption. This is probably due to the ingestion of calcium and phosphate salts, which
are known to decrease lead’s absorption (James et al., 1985). Fasting, even for just a few
hours, makes one more susceptible to lead absorption when ingested, by as much as three
to four times (Rabinowitz et al., 1980). Fasting can take on many forms. Food insecurity
and hunger affect the impoverished more than those whose economic needs are met.
There are times when medical procedures or religious practices require fasting.
Sometimes children will sporadically fast at random times (CDC, 2014).
Iron deficiency in children under 4 years of age is strongly associated with EBLLs
(Wright, Shannon, Wright, & Hu, 1999). Fewer milk servings and calcium deficiency are
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also strongly associated with childhood EBLLs (Johnson & Tenuta, 1979). Children
whose diets are higher in calcium excrete more lead and therefore absorb less of it
(Alexander, 1974). Vitamin D is positively associated with calcium absorption (Sorrell,
Rosen, & Roginsky, 1977), therefore Vitamin D deficiency is negatively associated with
BLL (Sorrell et al., 1977).
Childhood pica, or eating things other than food, is strongly associated with
EBLLs (Johnson & Tenuta, 1979). Candy and chips used as a snack is associated with
higher amounts of lead on a child’s hands as well as on the floor of the home (Freeman et
al., 2001). There are several reasons for this, such as these types of snacks are not
usually eaten at a dedicated dining space such as at the table or in a highchair, nor is
handwashing routinely performed before eating these types of foods. Even though
children prefer the tastes these snacks offer, they generally lack adequate amounts of
calcium and iron that are known to have an inverse correlation with lead and therefore
prevent lead absorption (Olsen, Ritz, Hartvig, & Møller, 2011). Many lip balms have
fruit or confectionary flavors, making them taste similar to a snack. As lip balms are not
considered a food, if ingestion did occur, it would probably take place like a similar
tasting snack, in the absence of foods that prevent lead absorption.
Exposure Factors
The most common source of lead exposure is lead-based paint in homes built
before 1978, when it was banned for residential paint use (Glass-Pue, 2013). This holds
true for all people, but especially children who spend as little as eight hours per week in
these buildings (Young et al., 2016). Other sources include imported items associated
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with lead include: some pewter jewelry, stained or crystal glass, traditional or ethnic
remedies, painted toys, dyes, pigments and glazed pottery (WHO, 2016). There are
several behaviors that place younger children at a higher risk for exposure than older
children or adults.
Children are often exposed to lead through the homes they live in or spend several
hours a day or week in. These can include the residence of parents, grandparents or close
relatives, day care providers, as well as close family friends. If these homes were built
before 1978, but especially before 1960, any damaged painted surface can be a toxic
playground for its young inhabitants (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Deveolpment, n.d.). Even intact paint in good condition can be a hazard if it can be
easily chewed by a child such as windowsills or railings from stairs and porches. In
Iowa, homes built before 1960 pose the greatest lead exposure risks. Homes that were
built before 1960 are more likely to have more layers of higher lead concentrated paint as
well as have higher rates of deteriorating paint than newer homes. Exterior walls,
windows, bathrooms and kitchens were more likely to be painted with lead based paint,
since it resists moisture deterioration (Papian, 2016).
Painted windows are one of the highest risk areas in and around these homes.
Paint deteriorates on these surfaces faster due to increased moisture and friction-created
dust from opening and closing the window. This lead-contaminated paint dust and chips
can easily get on hands and toys when children play near them or place their hands on the
sills. Lead can be easily ingested when hands are not washed before they are put in the
mouth or touch food or other objects that are put in the mouth (IDPH, 2014).
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Window troughs with lead-contaminated dust is a significant exposure for
children 12-24 months of age (Lanphear et al., 2002). Window troughs (the lower
trough-like space between the inside pane and the screen or storm window) accumulate a
significant amount of lead contaminated dust from friction, moisture to the wood itself as
well as from outside contaminated paint or dust blowing into the home (Young et al.,
2016). Windowsills are particularly problematic areas for young children in these homes.
Young children’s faces are roughly the same height as many home windowsills. Many
sills have a lip that protrudes out into the room creating a ledge a child can rest his or her
hands on and easily chew on or bite. Children like to look out windows and can easily
pull themselves up to stand at windows. Such easily accessible chewable surfaces for
children make them a hot spot for lead exposure (Papian, 2016; Young et al., 2016).
A significant source of lead exposure for young children is lead-contaminated
floor dust (Lanphear et al., 2002). Lead’s atomic composition makes it heavy and
therefore it settles out onto lower surfaces. The lowest surface in any room is generally
the floor. Young children spend a good deal of time on the floor, crawling, playing,
sitting and lying with their hands touching the floor or objects that have been on the floor.
They can easily pickup lead-contaminated dust on their hands, and with their frequent
hand-to-mouth behavior, just as easily transfer the lead to their mouths and ingest it.
Therefore, bare floor and carpeted floor lead dust levels significantly predict a residing
child’s blood lead level with a positive association (Lanphear et al., 2002).
Lead-contaminated soil is a significant source for childhood lead poisoning.
Children playing in the dripline off a home with lead-based paint on its exterior are
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exposed from the lead that has fallen or washed of the house and onto the soil. Urban
areas are more prone to lead-contaminated soil due to the increased concentration of
older housing where paint has contaminated the soil within neighborhoods. These
neighborhoods also have bear the burden of past exposure to more leaded gasoline
exhaust. This exhaust produced microscopic lead particles that have settled onto the soil
from times when lead was added to gasoline (Filippelli & Laidlaw, 2010; Griffith, Doyle,
Wheeler, & Johnson, 1998). These neighborhoods share a history of lead-fueled vehicles
using those streets in the mid 20th century (Glass-Pue, 2013). Neighborhoods and sub
divisions built after lead was banned as a gasoline additive do not have this added burden.
Other neighborhood factors play a large role in lead exposure. Several cities have
older residential areas next to or within current or former industrial sites. Soil
contamination is prevalent among industrial sites where lead-based paint is deteriorating
from the exterior surface of the building or where the building once stood (Griffith et al.,
1998). Children living within 400 meters or approximately 0.25 miles of a smelting
facility are more likely to have higher blood lead levels than those who live further away
(Alexander, 1974).
People who live in rural homes, farms, ranches and acreages are not at lesser risk
if the houses and buildings were built before 1978. Many of the homes and buildings on
these sites still contain lead paint and pose the same dangers that have been previously
discussed. Older building sites also present other dangers if they were active farms with
gas-powered equipment such as tractors, combines, or other gas-powered engines.
Above ground gasoline barrels used to fill these implements did not have to meet today’s
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regulatory standards and leaded gasoline may have spilled at or near filling sites. Many
of these outbuildings still have bare soil floors. Leaded gasoline may have also spilled
onto the bare soil of the floors of these buildings during maintenance and repair of the
equipment as was frequent practice in past decades. These additional sources need to be
considered in the rural setting.
Hands that have touched lead-contaminated dust and are frequently put in the
mouth pose an increased risk for lead ingestion. Frequent hand-to-mouth or mouthing
(putting things in their mouths) is age appropriate behavior for young children (WHO,
2015). Non-nutritive mouthing and sucking behaviors are very common among young
children through their 4th birthday. The sucking reflex is present at birth to help
newborns attain nourishment for survival. Young children use mouthing to learn about
their environment. Increased mouthing is seen when teeth are erupting during the 6th-30th
months of life in an attempt to relieve discomfort associated with it (EPA, 2008).
Children 12-24 months of age place their hands and/or other objects (such as toys) in
their mouths an average of 20 times/hour and spend an average of 8 minutes/hour directly
engaged in the activity. Older children, 24-72 months old average 14 times an hour for
hand-to-mouth and 10 times an hour for placing other objects into their mouths, spending
13 minutes an hour partaking in this behavior (Xue et al., 2007).
Toys are ubiquitously assumed to be free of potential hazards unless a warning is
prominently posted on the label, such as, “Choking Hazard-For ages 3 and up,” or a recall
is issued. A toy by definition is “an object, often a small representation of something
familiar, as an animal or person, for children or others to play with; plaything.”
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(Dictionary.com, 2017). Deemed safe, children have contact with these objects for
several hours a day without direct adult supervision. Young children will use their mouth
to explore them. Lip balms along with other cosmetics such as nail polish and makeup
kits are heavily marketed as toys to children 4-14 years of age (Engel et al., 2016). As
toys, many children have unlimited and unsupervised access to lip balms.
Toys are not always safe for children to play with, though. Nearly 1 million toys
manufactured in China were underwent a massive recall in 2007 for lead content in the
paint. The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) recognized the increased risk
of lead exposure as well as its negative health effects and issued the voluntary recall
(U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 2007). Not all of these items have lead in
them, but EBLL Inspectors/Risk Assessors are trained to look for them as potential
sources for lead exposure (Young et al., 2016). Lip balms are a less well-known, but
potentially dangerous source of lead for young children, especially those that use color
additives banned as food additives, but are approved for cosmetic use.
Lead’s many uses over the years coupled with the fact that it is in its simplest,
elemental form means that it is still readily accessible to the most vulnerable populations,
especially children. Policy has helped by banning or restricting its use, such as paint,
gasoline, drinking water, and food color additives, but it only a start (Young et al., 2016).
The cosmetic industry’s heavy expansion to entice younger consumers means these
unregulated products are being marketed to young children whose bodies cannot tolerate
the lead that may be present their products (Engel et al., 2016). Exposures will continue
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to happen as long as these sources remain accessible and people do not know how and
why to avoid them.
Average Daily Dose Risk Assessment
Federal agencies use objective risk assessments to determine acceptable levels of
risk associated with substances that are known to be hazardous, especially carcinogenic
to human health. These risk assessments are consistent and the same formulas are used
across regulatory agencies in the decision-making process. An objective, quantifiable
number is beneficial for regulatory agencies when deciding on regulations for specific
substances as these agents are used in a variety of ways. Exposure assessments are
primarily used to ascertain the source, type, magnitude, and contact duration of a specific
agent, such as lead (Klaassen, 1996). The contaminant concentration is expressed in
mass/volume or mass/mass (EPA, 2008).

(Klaassen, 1996)
The ADD is used for a variety of noncancerous effects to measure how much of a
substance is actually absorbed per kg of body weight in one day (EPA, 2008). The ADD
equation can be used to predict dose over differing amounts of time, body weight, as well
as how much of the product is consumed. For instance, in this study several adjustments
can be made (Klaassen, 1996). The Toxicological Profile for Lead uses Alexander’s
(1974) average absorption rate for children at 53% of ingested lead and the Child-
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Specific Exposure Factors Handbook recommends the standards for lip product use is
0.024 mg of product per use, and used 2.35 times per day (EPA, 2008). These can be
changed to reflect different scenarios in which the entire lip balm is ingested. The weight
of the person or population studied can be changed for more age appropriate results.
Time can also be adjusted to reflect one day or longer periods of time such as weeks,
months, years and even lifetimes.
Due to children’s differing behaviors, physiology and weights among age groups,
ADDs should be calculated based on age group, using factors for the specific age group
in the formula (EPA, 2008). The Child-Specific Exposure Factors Handbook provides
data reflecting how children’s behaviors, physiology and other characteristics affect their
exposures to environmental contaminants as well as recommended values for use with a
variety of factors. Of course, the accuracy of the equation’s results depends on the
accuracy of the data plugged into the formula (EPA, 2008). Unfortunately, there is no
data for lip balm use among children, much less children of differing ages using the
product. Factors the Child-Specific Exposure Factors Handbook recommends using are
from research conducted by Loretz et al. (2005) studying lipstick use among adult
females (EPA, 2008).
An average daily dose exposure for lead in lip balm use is helpful to determine if
lead needs to be regulated in these products. These can then be compared to known
levels of concern, especially those set by the CDC at 5µg/dL. If ADDs are high enough
for a certain product, maximal limits, warnings or other regulatory action could be taken
to prevent adverse health conditions and protect the health of the public. Regulatory
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agents such as the FDA and EPA use these calculations to determine if lead needs to be
regulated in these products by comparing them to known levels of concern (Klaassen,
1996).
Lead in Cosmetics
Personal care products make up a $71 billion industry in the U.S. and are largely
unregulated (Engel et al., 2016). The Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD & C),
section 201 (1) defines cosmetics according to how they are intended to be used, “articles
intended to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled, or sprayed on, introduced into, or otherwise
applied to the human body…for cleansing, beautifying, promoting attractiveness, or
altering the appearance” (FDA, 2016c). If the product’s intention is therapeutic use, it is
deemed a drug per FD & C Act, 201 (g) (FDA, 2016c). Many lip balms are classified as
cosmetics. Those claiming therapeutic properties, such as moisturizing or sun protection
are labeled as drugs. Each has their own labeling requirements as well as maximal lead
levels in their color additives.
Cosmetic manufacturers must ensure the cosmetic they market is safe to use
according to the directions and/or warnings printed on the label (FDA, 2016e). U.S.
Code does not require safety data be submitted by any cosmetic manufacturer for any
product they market in the U.S. The FDA shoulders the responsibility to prove a product
or a specific ingredient is indeed harmful when it is used according to the directions on its
label (FDA, 2015). The FDA acts according to its own priorities that include: protecting
public health and resources available to carry actions out (FDA, 2016c). Yet they admit
they lack resources and authority to ensure proper product labeling for all pre-market
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cosmetics in the U.S. (FDA, 2014b). This leaves the consumer at the mercy of
manufacturers whose top priority is to sell their product.
The FDA requires “reliable scientific information” to prove a cosmetic does not
comply with safety regulations before it takes action (FDA, 2016e). Only then does it
test cosmetics to follow up on substantiated safety and side effect concerns or complaints.
However, it does not serve as a testing laboratory, nor does it endorse any private
laboratories for product analysis (FDA, 2016c).
Manufacturers are encouraged but not required to register cosmetic formulas or
establishment information with the FDA in order to import products into the U.S (FDA,
2016c). The FDA has a publication available for International Cooperation on Cosmetic
Regulations to aid international manufacturers in meeting U.S. requirements
(“International Cooperation,” 2014). Upon entering U.S. Customs, imported cosmetics
may be reviewed by the FDA. Non-compliant products have the opportunity to be made
FDA compliant, may be returned or even destroyed (FDA, 2016c).
Every imported cosmetic shipment is not formally FDA inspected, but the
products are still subject to the laws the FDA enforces (FDA, 2016c). FDA Customs
inspections are focused on cosmetic products with therapeutic claims, causing them to be
unapproved drugs; cosmetics that appear to have microbial contamination; non-compliant
color additives and high-risk beef from countries known to have Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy. Imported cosmetics appearing misbranded or adultered could be
declined entry into the country. Products refused entry into the U.S. are listed on the
FDA’s website with monthly updates (FDA, 2016d).
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The term, Country of Origin (COO) has several conditions for its use. If an
article is purchased and is then substantially transformed in a new country, the new
country may claim COO. COO labeling is required in a legible, conspicuous and
permanent manner. However there are several exceptions to this law including items that
cannot be marked, cannot be marked without injuring the item before shipment, too cost
prohibitive, containers that reasonably indicate COO, crude substances, products not
intended for sale, an ingredient intended to manufacture something in the U.S., or
produced 20 years before coming to the U.S or other exemptions. (Country of Origin
Marking, 2017). Labels are not necessarily required to list the COO, if a distributer or
packager’s information is present (FDA, 2016a).
The FDA has certain requirements for cosmetic and drug labels that include
content, size, warnings, ingredients, intended use, country of origin as well as contact
information. Required cosmetic label information sold in the U.S. must be written in
English. “FDA Approved,” is not allowed on any cosmetic product or label (FDA,
2014b). Labels are required to list the manufacturer’s, packer’s or distributor’s name and
address as well as the content’s net quantity (FDA, 2016a). This makes it difficult for
consumers to find out more information about the product such as the manufacturer,
specific ingredients, source of said ingredients, manufacturing practices or any other
question the consumer may have about the product. Minimum height requirements for
warning statements on labels are 1/16” for a lower case “o” on products that have less
than 5 in2. However, ingredient labeling may be as small as 1/32” if the available label
space is less than 12 in2 (FDA, 2016a). If the cosmetic package is too small to
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incorporate the required information, an exemption can be granted for smaller font or
other accommodations (Establishment of warning, 1977).
A product must properly display warnings and intended safe use or risk
misbranding violations. This included a full list of ingredients for products marketed to
the general public (FDA, 2016c). Warning labels on cosmetics are required to be
conspicuously and prominently displayed on the label in comparison to other wording
and label design. Yet, any cosmetic ingredient not proven safe, just needs “Warning-The
safety of this product has not been determined” (FDA, 2014a).
Lead is generally a contaminant of one or more ingredients used in the cosmetic,
and therefore, not usually listed on the ingredient list of said cosmetic (“Lead in
Lipstick,” 2017; FDA, 2016b). The FDA has a Good Manufacturing Practice
Guidelines/Inspections Checklist for manufacturers to follow to help prevent
contamination of ingredients, machines as well as finished products (FDA, 2014a).
Ingredients used for fragrance and flavor are only required to list, “fragrance” or “flavor”
on the label. Manufacturers are not required to list the exact ingredient used. The FDA
does have procedures for manufacturers to protect trade secret ingredients and request an
exemption from disclosing ingredients to the public. A trade secret ingredient is only
required to be listed as, “and other ingredients” (FDA, 2016a).
Color additives of cosmetics products are the only ingredient lawfully required to
obtain the FDA’s approval before the product goes on the market (FDA, 2016a).
Products sold together as an assortment of similar composition and for the same use are
only required to have a “single composite list of all color additives without product
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identification.” So, an assortment of 4 lip balms comprised of the same ingredients other
than the color additives, may list the additives collectively on the shared ingredient list
rather than listing them with each individual lip balm (FDA, 2016a). It is then impossible
for the consumer to know which exact color additives are present in an individual product
within the assortment.
The FDA admits lead is a contaminate of the natural environment and that it
cannot be completely avoided in cosmetics (FDA, 2016f). The Code of Federal
Regulations has lead requirements for color additives used in food, drugs and cosmetics.
Several cosmetic color additives are not allowed in food and/or drugs, but are allowed for
lip products (Listing of color, 1977). Many food color additives have a maximum lead
level of 10 ppm, the same level for lip products in general. Many drug color additives
have a maximal lead level of 20 ppm, yet there are very few upper level lead levels noted
for color additive use for cosmetics. Titanium Oxides need to stay below 1% in a food’s
total weight. Reds 6 and 7 have limitations when mixed with each other (Listing of color,
1977).
Mica is an approved cosmetic color additive (Color Additives Permitted, 2014).
Many cosmetic manufacturers use this mineral found in the natural environment, for its
shimmer and sparkly qualities. Unfortunately, mica is generally found with lead and
other heavy metals naturally attached to it (Blum, 2016). Mica is listed as an ingredient
on the label for 12 of the 25 lip balms analyzed in this study.
China’s maximum lead content for lip products is 40 ppm. Many lip products
marketed in China exceed that amount, some testing as high as 10,000 ppm (Zhao et al.,
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2016). This is concerning as many cosmetics marketed in the U.S. are made in China.
At least 14 of the 25 products in this study were made in China. Six products do not have
a manufacturing company listed, only a distributor. The remaining products list the U.S.
as COO.
The FDA purchased and analyzed 400 lipsticks from several retails stores from
February through July of 2010 and for lead content using new and validated testing
methods. In order to view these methods, one is directed to join The Society of Cosmetic
Scientists that includes filling out an application and paying a general membership fee of
$140. The study itself found on the FDA website, revealed a range of <0.026 – 7.19 ppm
lead in the lipsticks analyzed. Lead exposure through lipstick is primarily through the
wearer licking the product off their lips and swallowing it (FDA, 2016f).
From these findings, as well as data from Loretz et al. (2005) the FDA established
a recommended lead level of 10 ppm for cosmetics that are applied externally, including
lip products that are marketed in the U.S. The FDA feels levels of 10 ppm or lower are
achievable and do not pose a risk to human health. Adult women apply lipstick an
average of 2.35 times per day, with an average of 0.01 mg of product applied per use and
taking 4 months to use an entire 3-gram product (FDA, 2016g). Although some apply the
cosmetic more than 6 times a day on most days (Loretz et al., 2005). The FDA estimates
those 13 years of age and older would ingest 0.24 µg lead/day if the product contained 10
ppm lead. They also assume children 12 and under use lip products only 10% of the
older age group, and therefore would ingest much less lead (FDA, 2016f; FDA, 2016g).
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These numbers are based on unflavored lipsticks only – not palatable lip balms.
With maximum contaminate lead levels for drinking water at 0.015 ppm with a goal of
zero (National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, 2000), the maximum lead level for
candy frequently eaten by children at 0.1 ppm (Center for Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition, 2016b) and fruit juice at .05 ppm (Center for Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition, 2016a), palatable sweet food ingestion behaviors among young children will be
explored.
Sweet Tasting Preferences
Children overwhelmingly prefer sweet tasting foods over sour, fatty, bitter or
spicy foods, ranking only slightly behind salty foods (Olsen et al., 2011). The capacity to
differentiate and favor sweet tastes is noted in the very early stages of life. This is due to
instinct as well as learned preferences. Biology urges the human to prefer sweet tasting
foods, preparing the body in case of famine. Children generally prefer a stronger sweet
taste sensation compared to adults (Mennella et al., 2016).
An affinity for certain types of foods are known to increase the likelihood of
chewing and swallowing said foods (Wansink, 2004). Early exposure to sweet tasting
foods shapes a pattern of continued sweet consumption as the child grows, leading to
ever-more sweetened foods to satiate the craving (Cornwell & McAlister, 2011).
Preschool aged children consume upwards of 25% of their calories from snacks, with
sweet dessert-like foods or candy accounting for the vast majority of those calories
(Piernas & Barry, 2010).
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Children remember individual sensory properties of food, specifically sweet taste
very well. Food memory in young children is related to novelty of the specific food,
opening the door for potentially hazardous situations to arise. Adding sugar to food
increases the likelihood children will remember a specific food (Laureati, Pagliarini,
Mojet, & Köster, 2011). Children are at an increased risk to overconsume foods with
added sugars (Mennella et al., 2016). Children who have unrestricted parental access to
sweet tasting foods, consume more sweetened beverages than children whose parents
rigidly restrict sweets (Liem, Mars, & De Graaf, 2004).
Sweets are consumed to a much greater extent than an occasional treat. Parents
may tell their children they do not like them consuming an abundance of sweets. In
reality, parents are generally permissive when it comes to their children consuming
sweets. These messages usually consist of confectionaries not good for general or dental
health, but nothing more specific. This leaves older children with only a vague
understanding of the health effects a sweet heavy diet can lead to. These factors make
sweet consumption more of a norm in many households (Stewart et al., 2013).
Most fruits are naturally sweet tasting compared to other foods and compete with
foods laden with added sugars (Mennella et al., 2016). Many lip balms, including several
in this study are fruit flavored. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
recommends 2-3 daily servings of fruit for all age groups (Key Elements of Healthy,
2015). Almost 98% of children one to eleven years old eat fruit every day, averaging 266
grams/day in 12-24 month olds to 192 grams/day in 6-11 year olds (EPA, 2007).
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Children’s confectionary is a top ranked industry for new and improved flavor,
taste and packaging (Stewart et al., 2013). Novelty sweets are those packaged with
attention grabbing colors, brands, familiar characters, games, toys or other things that
associate the confectionary with the latest license or trend. These companies are
constantly changing, marketing and launching new products in their lines to entice
consumers to purchase and re-purchase them (Lindell, 2014). Novel sweets share
attributes with lip balms, including bright colors, preferred flavors, relatively low-cost,
double as toys, marketed to children and encourage repeated application or use among
product users. More frequent use leads to more purchases, the industry’s goal.
Novel sweets are readily available to children and obtaining them elicits feelings
of happiness and peer approval. Many are marketed specifically to young children
without adults even knowing about them (Stewart et al., 2013). Popular, trending
children’s media license is a dominant factor in novelty confectionaries (Lindell, 2014).
By the age of two, young children are becoming autonomous consumers, as they will
often choose sweet tasting and/or novel items as they shop with caregivers. Bright
package coloring is very appealing to children, as is the incorporation of a toy with a
product. Children will spend more of their own money on sweet tasting foods, especially
novel sweets than other items when given the choice. Hence, many novel sweets are
consumed without adult supervision and/or knowledge (Stewart et al., 2013).
Child-Directed Marketing
Marketing methods are increasingly playing to consumer’s weaknesses in order to
promote and sell their products, with marketers knowing children overwhelmingly prefer
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sweet tastes (Cornwell & McAlister, 2011). Over half of the television food commercials
promote sweetened foods and drinks during children’s programming (Aktaş Arnas,
2006). It is widely known that many palatable foods, especially sweets are associated
with brightly colored, active characters and catchy music that is enticing to young
children. The FDA, Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) have rules in place that oversee some aspects of childhood and
cosmetic television advertising but do not adequately address the plethora of silent
marketing strategies these companies use to increase product sales to young vulnerable
children.
Any trip to a department or discount store will reveal lip balms marketed as toys
and are therefore not as closely monitored by parents during use, leaving many young
children with unlimited access to them. The majority of advertised foods targeted at
children are for sweet and or fast foods. Just being exposed to food advertisements can
trigger an automatic response to eat any available food (Cornwell & McAlister, 2011).
Convenient availability, but not outright visibility of sweets (such as a flavored lip balm
enclosed in its case) increases consumption (Painter, Wansink, & Hieggelke, 2002). Lip
balms are not labeled for food consumption, but many do have sweet food-like flavors
similar to cereals, fruits, candies and other desserts. It is not much of a stretch to think
children will frequently overuse or even eat these flavored lip balms.
Television commercials aimed at children disproportionately promote processed
foods high in refined sugars, sodium and fat, contradicting the federal dietary guidelines
(Story & French, 2004). Food preferences for preschool-aged children largely reflect
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what they view on television advertisements (Borzekowski & Robinson, 2001). These
commercials use emotional appeal or other psychological needs much more than actual
hunger or nutritional needs in product promotion (Coon & Tucker, 2002). Food
marketers start targeting children when they are toddlers with specialized, intense
advertising efforts. These companies use a variety of means to promote their products,
including television commercials, product placement, the internet, various in-school
marketing as well as products such as toys, games, books and clothing with brand logos.
These techniques establish branding relationships to influence purchasing behaviors
(Story & French, 2004).
Children heavily influence their parents’ purchasing choices by requesting
products they have seen on television, in a movie, online or a book as well as through
other media (Calvert, 2017). Over 40% of children who saw an advertised product on
television asked their parents to buy it for them (Aktaş Arnas, 2006). Preschoolers
exposed to a 10-30 second food advertisement one to two times are influenced enough to
ask for that specific food item, especially if it was associated with a novel item, such as a
familiar character (Borzekowski & Robinson, 2001). Children 3-6 years old were also
more likely to cry in the store to persuade their parents to buy television advertised
products. Most of the requested products are sweet foods and drinks that include candy
and sweetened beverages (Aktaş Arnas, 2006). This can lead to parent-child conflicts
when parents refuse to purchase said items and even persistent arguing or nagging by the
child. This, in turn, can create stress on the family unity and/or lead to the parent
purchasing the item to appease the child (Calvert, 2017).
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In order to gain trust among consumers, companies use stealth-marketing
techniques such as product placement and cross-promotional character placement in
children’s movies, online content, and in video games (Calvert, 2017). A study
conducted by Castonguay et al. (2013) reveals almost 75% of all food commercials
advertised during children’s programming promoted the product using a character
familiar to children. Almost 24% of the ads were for sugary cereals with 88% using a
licensed or trade character familiar to most children. Other sugary snack commercials
featured these familiar characters 54% of the time (Castonguay, Kunkel, Wright, & Duff,
2013). The more a character is seen in a novel light (singing, actively moving, happy,
colorful) the more it entices the consumer to purchase products associated with the
character (Calvert, 2017).
Music plays a significant role in food consumption. Faster tempo music hastens
food consumption while pleasantly perceived music triggers disinhibition and is
associated with increased consumption of desserts (Milliman, 1986). Over half of the
$530 million companies used for child-direct marketing in 2009 employ crosspromotions that include a tie-in with popular children’s television shows, movies, theme
parks and toys (U.S. Federal Trade Commission [FTC], 2012). Most of this media is
associated with music appealing to children. These foods are mostly comprised of fast
and/or sweet tasting foods, such as beverages, cereals, snacks and desserts (FTC, 2012).
Children under eight years of age are particularly vulnerable to stealth marketing
tactics as their cognitive ability to comprehend the persuasive nature of said strategies
have yet to develop. During this stage of preoperational cognitive development, young
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children are drawn in by visual and auditory perceptions and are unable to decipher
whether the product is a good choice for them (Calvert, 2017). Pre-school aged children
have not developed the ability to rationalize these concepts yet (Borzekowski &
Robinson, 2001). These strategies also undermine older children as well as cognitively
mature adults by making their product seem more trustworthy to the consumer (Calvert,
2017). After all, the company’s goal is to sell their products and turn a profit.
Some European countries, such as Sweden, have prohibited all advertisements
targeted to children twelve years of age and under. Other countries prohibit companies
from sponsoring television programming geared toward children or prohibit child aged
advertising before, during and after programming. The British Broadcasting Corporation
has even banned using cartoon characters for fast food commercials. The U.S. Congress
acknowledges children can be harmed by exorbitant amount of advertising they are
exposed to, as they have not developed the ability to distinguish between programs and
commercials. Congress also recognizes young children view an average of 40,000
television commercials every year. Many of these advertisements are viewed without
direct parental supervision (Ramsey, 2006).
In order to strike a balance with the First Amendment Free Speech rights, the
FCC passed the Children’s Television Act (CTA) requiring broadcasters to offer three
hours of children’s programing every week in 1990. The FCC also requires broadcasters
to air a maximum of 10.5 minutes of commercials in every hour of children’s
programming on the weekends and 12 minutes on weekdays. These rules also apply to
cable and digital broadcasters but have not been revised since 1996 (Ramsey, 2006).
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Young girls are probably at higher risk for lead exposure through lip balms than
young boys. When marketed as a cosmetic toy, these lip balms are found with other toys
that appeal to little girls. Cross-promotional characters such as princesses and other
female related marketing tactics, such as pink and purple colors, flowers, and rainbows
are also used to entice young females to use these products. It is widely known that
young children often imitate older people of the same sex. It is also widely known that
cosmetics are used by women more than men, therefore young girls are more apt to use
lip cosmetics more than boys of the same age group.
Many lip balms are considered a novelty toy by the general public, especially
those associated with child marketed cross-promotional characters, bright colors, flavors
or other characteristics that draw children to them. This perception rings true even
though manufacturers’ intention is for their product to be used as a cosmetic or drug with
warnings not to be played with or ingested. Children are at an increased risk for toxic
exposures due to their frequent mouthing behaviors (EPA, 2008). Many parents regard
novel lip balms as toys, leaving young children are generally unsupervised when using or
playing with them (Engel et al., 2016). Add these factors to a biological affinity for
sweet tasting foods, especially novelty sweets, and the likelihood of young children over
applying or deliberately consuming these novel lip balms increases dramatically.
While lip balms are not considered a food product, many of them come in sweet
flavors such as candy, cereal and fruit. Examining children’s taste preferences, childdirected food marketing strategies and cognitive ability, regulations are imperative to
understand the background as to why a young child may use the product excessively or
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even eat it like food. Cross-promotional marketing especially with familiar characters,
music and bright colors are appealing to young, impressionable children who do not have
the ability to understand the persuasiveness of marketing. The developing brain innately
trusts all advertisements and desires to acquire products they observe on television
(Ramsey, 2006). Parents and caregivers purchase these associated products, such as lip
balms, and give them to young children who may not use them as intended. There are
some regulations in place regarding child-directed marketing, but with evolving
marketing techniques and an increasing online presence, it is difficult to curb advertisers
that appeal to a child’s sweet tooth (Calvert, 2017).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
This descriptive analysis of 25 different lip balms has two primary purposes:
1. evaluate lead content of each product; examining if any associations with
other characteristics related to the lip balms are present and
2. determine an exposure assessment that generates hypothetical Average Daily
Dose exposure rates for use among young children.
It encompasses package warnings, marketing strategies, flavors, colors among other
product features. It employs Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)
to calculate lead content and JMP to analyze the data. This study applies these findings
as well as other factors from the Toxicological Profile for Lead, the Child-Specific
Exposure Factors Handbook, CDC Clinical Growth Charts, and Geigy Scientific Tables
to predict a daily dose based on minimal use as well as a scenario in which a child ingests
an entire lip balm.
Lip Balms
Twenty-five lip balms were purchased from a variety of discount, grocery and
online stores from November 21, 2016 through March 21, 2017. Lip balms were then
assigned a number from 1-25. The assigned number was then written on the product’s
plastic casing with a black permanent marker. All packaging and receipts were saved to
derive comparison product features.
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Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
The lip balms were then analyzed for lead content in parts per million (ppm) using
ICP-MS in the Metal Casting Center of the Technology Department at the University of
Northern Iowa. The ICP unit was manufactured by Leeman Labs, Inc. and is a Profile
Plus model. All glassware used was cleaned with a dilute 2% Nitric Acid (HNO 3 ) and
deionized water before testing to prevent contamination. The machine was calibrated per
manufacturer’s protocol using 2% HNO 3 . Three-point calibration curves were created
within software using 0 ppm, 10 ppm and 100 ppm lead in 2% HNO 3 . Sample solutions
were prepared using 2% HNO 3 and filtered before running analysis. All tests were
performed in an Argon atmosphere. Two tests were run for each sample. The two tests
for each product were then averaged.
Excel Spreadsheet
An Excel spreadsheet was created and several product characteristics were listed
in columns. Characteristics noted include: assigned number, product name, label color,
product color, flavor, age warning, under 6 months old, consult doctor, choking hazard,
not intended for use under 3 years of age, for ages 8 & up, external use only, keep out of
reach of children, ingestion warning, description of ingestion warning, adult supervision,
country of origin, store purchased in, cost, website for more information, description of
website information, sparkle, associated with a cross-promotional character and ICP-MS
lead content readings. A “yes” or “no” was then entered for each characteristic for each
corresponding product. Specific names, colors, flavors, stores, COO as well as specific
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warnings that include age and ingestion were entered for those features. Lead content
was entered for each test of each as well as the average of the two tests for each product.
Statistical Analysis
Data was tabulated using JMP, 11th Edition. Initially, descriptive statistics and
simple X by Y bivariate Chi Square frequency distributions were used to explore the
significant associations between lead content and individual characteristics of the lip
balms. The use of Wilcoxon tests were then used to determine any post hoc analysis.
Graphs were generated to provide a visual picture of the findings.
Exposure Rates
Lead exposure rates (µg/dL) for the lip balms with the highest lead values were
calculated using the Average Daily Dose formula found in Casarett and Doull’s
Toxicology The Basic Science of Poisons, 5th Edition (Klaassen, 1996).

Average
Daily
Dose

Concentration of
toxicant in the
exposure media
= (ICP reading µg/dL)

X Contact rate
(mg/application)

Contact
X fraction
(% of lead
absorbed)

Exposure
X duration
(applications/
day)

Body Weight in kg

Average
Daily
=
Dose

(x) µg/dL
(Mean ICP
reading)

X

0.01mg
(Loretz,
2005)

X

0.53
(Alexander, X
1974

(y) kg (CDC, 2009)

2.35
times/day
(Loretz, 2005)
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The concentration of toxicant (x) in each lip balm was derived from the mean ICP
ppm (mg/kg) reading for each sample. This reading was multiplied by 100 to convert it
to µg/dL, matching public health standards for measuring BLL (Young et al., 2016). The
contact rates (amount of lip balm used per application) was derived from the EPA’s
Child-Specific Exposures Factors Handbook, which uses data collected by Loretz et al.
(2005) on adult lipstick users, since no childhood nor lip balm information is available
(EPA, 2008). The absorption rate was taken from the Toxicological Profile for Lead
using research by Alexander (1974; Abadin et al., 2007). The exposure duration or
applications per day was also taken from Loretz’s (2005) same work in the ChildSpecific Exposures Factors Handbook using the adult participants as no child studies are
available (EPA, 2008). Body weight (y) was derived from the CDC’s Clinical Growth
Charts (CDC, 2009). The 50th percentile weight (in kilograms) for boys and girls was
used to calculate an average between the sexes for 2, 3, 4, and 5 years of age.
Considering the possibility young children can consume an entire lip balm in one
sitting, as one would food, total lead content in µg/dL for each lip balm was also
calculated using the following formula:

Total lead content µg/dL = [ICP ppm results (µg/dL) x total lip balm (mg)]
1000

The weight of each lip balm was obtained from the label of each product.
Dividing the product by 1000 completes the conversion to µg/dL. This data was then
used to estimate a BLL if the whole product was ingested using this formula:
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BLL µg/dL =

[Total lead content in (µg/dL) x 0.53 (Alexander, 1974)]
[Average total blood volume for age (dL) (Kornetsky, 2012) / 10]

The contact fraction (percentage of lead absorbed) of 0.53 was again derived from
Alexander’s (1974) work used in the Toxicological Profile for Lead (Abadin et al., 2007).
Average dL blood throughout the body for age was derived from Children’s Hospital
Boston Research Blood Drawing Guidelines (Kornetsky, 2012) using the following
formula:

Average dL for age = [(Average weight for age (kg)) x (80 mL) (Kornetsky, 2012)]

Again, the average kg for age was obtained from the CDC Clinical Growth Charts (2009)
using the 50th percentile for each sex at the desired age and then averaging the two
numbers. The 80-mL multiplier is for all children 1-6 years of age and is taken from the
chart provided by the Geigy Scientific Tables, 7th Ed. provided by Kornetsky (2012).
This number was then divided by 10 to convert the product from mL to dL before using it
as a divisor in the BLL µg/dL formula. These formulas were then applied to an Excel
Spreadsheet with the ICP results to run the calculations.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Twenty-five lip balms were analyzed in this study. All 25 tested positive for lead
content. The range was 0.317 ppm to 4.0165 ppm with an average of 2.00448 ppm.
Table 1: ICP-MS results
Sample
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Test 1 ppm Test 2 ppm Average
(mg/L)
(mg/L)
ppm
(mg/L)
0.980
0.976
0.978
1.109
1.126
1.1175
0.864
0.897
0.8805
0.464
0.438
0.451
2.197
2.134
2.1655
1.846
1.842
1.844
1.972
1.987
1.9795
1.319
1.294
1.3065
0.862
0.819
0.8405
2.894
2.933
2.9135
2.339
2.301
2.32
2.972
2.974
2.973
2.196
2.323
2.2595
2.981
2.987
2.984
3.232
3.119
3.1755
2.919
2.940
2.9295
3.011
2.987
2.999
1.863
1.901
1.882
1.645
1.611
1.628
1.504
1.459
1.4815
1.998
2.023
2.0105
4.045
3.988
4.0165
3.877
3.919
3.898
0.762
0.761
0.7615
0.311
0.323
0.317
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Lead in lip balms, ppm (mg/L)

Summary Statistics
Mean

2.00448

Standard Dev

1.0402781

Standard Err Mean

0.2080556

Upper 95% Mean

2.4338857

Lower 95% Mean

1.5750743

N

25

Figure 1: Lead in lip balms, ppm (mg/L)

Sixteen of the lip balms had confectionary or fruit flavorings, nine were
unflavored. Twenty-two had color additives and three were without. Sixteen were part
of an assortment therefore, specific color additives could not be identified for most of the
individual lip balms. Seven had sparkly qualities to them. Ten of the lip balms were
related to a cross promotional character familiar to children. All lip balms except for two
were well under $3.00.
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Twenty-two had age warnings posted on them. Eight of the labels state to seek
physician’s advice for use under six months of age. Nine had a choking hazard warning
for children under three years of age. Eight had a warning for only those eight years of
age and older to use the product. Seventeen warned to use the product externally.
Thirteen warned users to keep out of children’s reach. Twenty-three had an ingestion
warning, with nine of them to seek medical help or immediately contact a Poison Control
Center if ingestion occurred. Fourteen state to use only under adult supervision.
Fourteen were made in China, five in the U.S. and the remaining five did not list a COO.
Bivariate Statistics
Several significant characteristic associations were noted. Flavor, crosspromotional character-related, COO, as well as warnings to keep out of children’s reach
and use under adult supervision were all significantly associated with lead content. The
most striking characteristic is the cross-promotional character. In this study, lip balms
associated with these familiar, child appealing characters were significantly associated
with higher lead content (χ2 = 17.3077, p = <0.0001).
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Wilcoxon / Kruskal-Wallis Tests (Rank Sums)
Level Count Score Sum Expected Score Score Mean (Mean-Mean0)/Std0
no
15
120.000
195.000
8.0000
-4.133
yes
10
205.000
130.000
20.5000
4.133
2-Sample Test, Normal Approximation
S
Z Prob > |Z|
205 4.13252
<.0001*
1-Way Test, Chi Square Approximation
Chi Square DF Prob > Chi Sq
17.3077 1
<.0001*
Figure 2: One-way analysis of ICP Mean Lead ppm by Cross-Promotional Character
Related
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The presence of flavor was significantly associated with higher lead content (χ2
(1) = 9.6955, p = 0.0018), but no particular flavor stood out.

Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Tests (Rank Sums)
Level Count Score Sum Expected Score Score Mean (Mean-Mean0)/Std0
no
9
62.000
117.000
6.8889
-3.085
yes
16
263.000
208.000
16.4375
3.085
2-Sample Test, Normal Approximation
S Z
Prob > |Z|
62 -3.08545 0.0020*
1-Way Test, Chi Square Approximation
Chi Square DF Prob > Chi Sq
9.6955
1 0.0018*
Figure 3: One-way analysis of ICP Mean Lead ppm by Flavor yes/no
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COO shows several significant differences among the three choices found on the
labels (χ2 (2) = 14.5577, p= 0.0007). Wilcoxon post hoc analysis reveals lip balms made
in China had higher lead content compared to the U.S. (p = 0.0014) and no COO listed on
the label (p = 0.0182). The lip balms made in the U.S. were also lower in lead content
compared to no COO listed on the label (p = 0.0367).

Wilcoxon / Kruskal-Wallis Tests (Rank Sums)
Level
Count Score Sum Expected Score
China
14
236.000
175.000
not listed 5
47.000
62.500
USA
5
17.000
62.500

Score Mean
16.8571
9.4000
3.4000

(Mean-Mean0)/Std0
3.543
-1.066
-3.199

1-Way Test, Chi Square Approximation
Chi Square DF Prob > Chi Sq
14.5577
2
0.0007*
Score
Level
Mean
Level
Difference
not
USA
-4.00000
listed
not
China -6.92143
listed
USA China -9.36429

Std Err
Dif

Z

p-Value

Hodges- Lower
Lehmann CL

Upper
CL

1.914854

-2.08893

0.0367*

-0.85900

-1.71450

0.18900

2.931764

-2.36084

0.0182*

-1.01475

-2.03700

-0.15450

2.931764

-3.19408

0.0014*

-1.97275

-2.66700

-1.12050

Figure 4: One-way analysis of ICP Mean Lead ppm by Country of Origin
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Labels that did not have the warning “Keep out of reach of children” had higher
lead content (χ2 (1) = 8.3107, p = 0.0039) than those labels that did not include the
warning.

Wilcoxon/Kruskal-Wallis Tests (Rank Sums)
Level Count Score Sum Expected Score Score Mean (Mean-Mean0)/Std0
no
12
209.000
156.000
17.4167
2.856
yes
13
116.000
169.000
8.9231
-2.856
1-Way Test, Chi Square Approximation
Chi Square DF Prob > Chi Sq
9.6955
1 0.0018*
2-Sample Test, Normal Approximation
S
Z
Prob > |Z|
209 2.85562 0.0043*
Figure 5: One-way analysis of ICP Mean Lead ppm by “Keep out of reach of children”
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However, labels that stated to use under adult supervision had higher amounts of
lead than those labels that did not have the specific warning (χ2 (1) = 13.8581,
p = 0.0002).

Wilcoxon / Kruskal-Wallis Tests (Rank Sums)
Level Count Score Sum Expected Score Score Mean (Mean-Mean0)/Std0
no
11
75.000
143.000
6.8182
-3.695
yes
14
250.000
182.000
17.8571
3.695
2-Sample Test, Normal Approximation
S
Z Prob > |Z|
75 -3.69528
0.0002*
1-Way Test, Chi Square Approximation
Chi Square DF Prob > Chi Sq
13.8581 1
0.0002*
Figure 6: One-way analysis of ICP Mean Lead ppm by “Use under adult supervision”
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Exposure Rate Calculations
Calculations for exposure rates for the lip balm with the highest concentration of
lead show exposure rates of 0.4213 µg/kg/day for a 2-year-old when used 2.35 times per
day. Rates for 3, 4 and 5 year olds are 0.3573, 0.3151 and 0.2779 µg/kg/day respectively.

Table 2: Exposure rates for lead in lip balms for children when using product 2.35 times
daily (µg/kg/day)
Sample
Number

ICP Lead
findings
(ppm)

ICP Lead
in µg/dL

2 yr old
3 yr old
4 yr old
(11.875 kg) (14 kg)
(15.875 kg)
µg/kg/day
µg/kg/day µg/kg/day

5 yr old
(18 kg)
µg/kg/day

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0.9780
1.1175
0.8805
0.4510
2.1655
1.8440
1.9795
1.3065
0.8405
2.9135
2.3200
2.9730
2.2595
2.9840
3.1755
2.9295
2.9990
1.8820
1.6280
1.4815
2.0105
4.0165
3.8980
0.7615
0.3170

97.8000
111.7500
88.0500
45.1000
216.5500
184.4000
197.9500
130.6500
84.0500
291.3500
232.0000
297.3000
225.9500
298.4000
317.5500
292.9500
299.9000
188.2000
162.8000
148.1500
201.0500
401.6500
389.8000
76.1500
31.7000

0.1026
0.1172
0.0924
0.0473
0.2271
0.1934
0.2076
0.1370
0.0882
0.3056
0.2433
0.3118
0.2370
0.3130
0.3331
0.3073
0.3145
0.1974
0.1708
0.1554
0.2109
0.4213
0.4088
0.0799
0.0332

0.0677
0.0773
0.0609
0.0312
0.1498
0.1276
0.1370
0.0904
0.0582
0.2016
0.1605
0.2057
0.1563
0.2065
0.2197
0.2027
0.2075
0.1302
0.1126
0.1025
0.1391
0.2779
0.2697
0.0527
0.0219

0.0870
0.0994
0.0783
0.0401
0.1927
0.1641
0.1761
0.1162
0.0748
0.2592
0.2064
0.2645
0.2010
0.2655
0.2825
0.2606
0.2668
0.1674
0.1448
0.1318
0.1789
0.3573
0.3468
0.0677
0.0282

0.0767
0.0877
0.0691
0.0354
0.1699
0.1447
0.1553
0.1025
0.0659
0.2286
0.1820
0.2333
0.1773
0.2341
0.2491
0.2298
0.2353
0.1477
0.1277
0.1162
0.1577
0.3151
0.3058
0.0597
0.0249
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The same lip balm has an entire lead content of 1807 µg/dl. The least amount of
total lead content in any one lip balm is 198 µg. (See Table 3). The calculated
corresponding absorbed lead for the entire lip balm product ranged from 104.934 –
957.935 µg. (See Table 4).
Table 3: Total amount of lead in whole product (µg)
Total amount of lead in whole product µg

Sample
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

ICP
Lead
findings
(ppm)
0.9780
1.1175
0.8805
0.4510
2.1655
1.8440
1.9795
1.3065
0.8405
2.9135
2.3200
2.9730
2.2595
2.9840
3.1755
2.9295
2.9990
1.8820
1.6280
1.4815
2.0105
4.0165
3.8980
0.7615
0.3170

Total
ICP
lip
Lead in
balm
µg/dL
(mg)
97.8000 4000
111.7500 4000
88.0500 4250
45.1000 4250
216.5500 2830
184.4000 2830
197.9500 2830
130.6500 4250
84.0500 4250
291.3500 3400
232.0000 3400
297.3000 3400
225.9500 3400
298.4000 3400
317.5500 3400
292.9500 3400
299.9000 3400
188.2000 4200
162.8000 4200
148.1500 4200
201.0500 4200
401.6500 4500
389.8000 4500
76.1500 2600
31.7000 7000

Total lead
in product
µg
391.2000
447.0000
374.2125
191.6750
612.8365
521.8520
560.1985
555.2625
357.2125
990.5900
788.8000
1010.8200
768.2300
1014.5600
1079.6700
996.0300
1019.6600
790.4400
683.7600
622.2300
844.4100
1807.4250
1754.1000
197.9900
221.9000
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Table 4: Estimated amount of lead absorbed if whole product ingested (µg)
Amount of lead
absorbed if whole
product ingested
(µg)
Whole
product
Sample absorbed
Number µg
1 207.3360
2 236.9100
3 198.3326
4 101.5878
5 324.8033
6 276.5816
7 296.9052
8 294.2891
9 189.3226
10 525.0127
11 418.0640
12 535.7346
13 407.1619
14 537.7168
15 572.2251
16 527.8959
17 540.4198
18 418.9332
19 362.3928
20 329.7819
21 447.5373
22 957.9353
23 929.6730
24 104.9347
25 117.6070
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The projected BLL from these results range from 0.729 – 10.084 µg/Dl. (See
Table 5).
Table 5: Estimated BLL if whole product ingested
Estimated BLL if whole product ingested µg/dL
Sample
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2 yr old
(11.875 kg)
2.1825
2.4938
2.0877
1.0693
3.4190
2.9114
3.1253
3.0978
1.9929
5.5264
4.4007
5.6393
4.2859
5.6602
6.0234
5.5568
5.6886
4.4098
3.8147
3.4714
4.7109
10.0835
9.7860
1.1046
1.2380

3 yr old
4 yr old
(14 kg) (15.875 kg)
1.8512
1.6326
2.1153
1.8654
1.7708
1.5617
0.9070
0.7999
2.9000
2.5575
2.4695
2.1778
2.6509
2.3378
2.6276
2.3172
1.6904
1.4907
4.6876
4.1340
3.7327
3.2918
4.7833
4.2184
3.6354
3.2060
4.8010
4.2340
5.1092
4.5057
4.7134
4.1567
4.8252
4.2553
3.7405
3.2987
3.2357
2.8535
2.9445
2.5967
3.9959
3.5239
8.5530
7.5428
8.3007
7.3203
0.9369
0.8263
1.0501
0.9260

5 yr old
(18 kg)
1.4398
1.6452
1.3773
0.7055
2.2556
1.9207
2.0618
2.0437
1.3147
3.6459
2.9032
3.7204
2.8275
3.7341
3.9738
3.6659
3.7529
2.9093
2.5166
2.2902
3.1079
6.6523
6.4561
0.7287
0.8167

Highlighted values are greater than or equal to the CDC’s reference level of 5 µg/dL.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Finding lead in products that children find highly desirable, flavorful and have
easy access to is disturbing, even at what seems like miniscule amounts. The highest
amounts of just over 4 ppm (well under the FDA’s 10 ppm requirement for lipstick) equal
a BLL of more than 10µg/dL if an average weight 2-year-old were to ingest the whole
product. It does not take a large stretch to consider young children using a flavored
product much more than the 2.35 times a day or even eating the entire product. In this
study, there were several characteristics that were associated with higher lead content that
will be discussed further as will other factors that suggest lip balm lead ingestion rates are
much higher than previously thought.
Lead in lip products have been analyzed in a variety of studies, and even by the
FDA, however only one study has been found analyzing lip balm use, and it only
included 14 samples used by adult Chinese women. All others have examined lip sticks,
lip glosses or other personal care products marketed for children’s use (Engel et al., 2016;
Gao et al., 2015; Liu, Hammond, & Rojas-Cheatham, 2013). Lip balms are an obvious
route for oral exposure of any kind. There is very little, if any, cosmetic risk assessment
data available for lead in lip balms (Brown, 2013). No studies could be found that
included lead content in lip balms marketed to children, the most vulnerable population in
relation to lead’s negative neurological effects. The lack of studies on lip balms in
general indicates there is a certain amount of trust in the industry. But should there be
more questions?
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Lip products are ingested, which is a salient reason they are reapplied several
times a day (Blum, 2016). Even though the FDA feels children will use lip stick less
only 10% of the time adults do, children are more likely to use and even ingest more lip
balm than older children and adults for multiple reasons. Dr. Katherine Hammond,
University of California at Berkeley environmental health sciences professor, believes lip
products can provide a chronic, long term lead exposure. She recommends restricting
young children from playing with these products. A relatively large amount of lead can
enter a small body if ingested. She also cautions adults from more than 2-3 application
per day to decrease exposure risk (Blum, 2016). This study reveals these lip balms are
capable of contributing modestly to EBLL, especially if they are used more than the 2.35
times a day suggested by the Child-Specific Exposure Factors Handbook. As a preferred
flavored product, if any aged child (between 2 – 5 years old) were to ingest all of sample
number 22, an EBLL above the CDC’s level of concern is predicted to ensue.
If a child were to use lip balms only 2 – 3 times per day, even at 10 ppm lead, the
amount ingested could cause a rise in BLL. Considering these products are flavored to
taste like food or candy and a child may either use the product several times more than
the label’s intended use or even eat the whole product, the predicted BLL jumps
dramatically to concerning levels. If a child were to do this on a regular basis over a
several weeks, some or all the negative effects examined earlier could be seen.
Also consider the fact many of the lip balms containing higher lead amounts in
this study were part of an assortment of four – five lip balms. If a young child were to eat
all of them in a short period of time, such as over one – two days, the EBLL could reach a
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very dangerous point, requiring medication and much public health intervention and
follow-up. In the two whole-product ingestion scenarios, one can visualize how the cost
of education, medical and public health interventions, as well as the correctional system
and lost economic potential could have been saved had the lip balms not had that much
lead in them to begin with.
Children are more susceptible to marketing tactics, especially those employing
cross-promotional characters that evoke trustworthiness in their brand (Castonguay et al.,
2013). Cross-promotional characters were significantly associated with higher lead
content in this small sample size. The cross-promotional characters in this study are used
to promote cereals and snacks or portray main characters in popular children’s movies
and television shows. They are also used on a variety of children’s toys, clothes, food,
books, games and on-line activities among numerous other products. The more a
character is seen on these child-friendly products or with children using them, the more
children and caregivers come to trust anything the character is associated with (Calvert,
2017). Several of the lip balms in this study were part of an assortment that included a
character-related toy. This gives caregivers a false sense of security that lip balms
associated with these characters and brands are safe toys for children to play with and
devoid of hazards, such as lead.
Manufacturers also know children prefer sweet or fruit flavors over other flavors
(Cornwell & McAlister, 2011). This study demonstrated a strong positive association
between flavor and lead content. Is the flavor or the color associated with the product the
culprit? The FDA does not regulate flavorings in cosmetics, only color additives (FDA,
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2016c). The FDA’s 10 ppm lead limit for lip products is based on a study examining
unflavored lipsticks used by adult women. The FDA then predicted that children would
only use lip products at 10% of 2.35 adult daily use rate. Using these numbers, exposure
rates are minimal, resulting in the agency’s stance that children are not at increased risk
using lip products that follow the guidelines (FDA, 2016f). However, there are no
studies observing and evaluating children’s actual lip balm use, let alone preferred
flavored lip balm use (EPA, 2008).
The Child-Specific Exposure Factors Handbook using research that uses adult
lipstick users prevents accurate epidemiological research when assessing risk for children
using lip balms. They are two very different populations (with vastly different behaviors)
using two products with differing properties. The literature review examined how easy it
is for children to use lip balms more than 2.35 times day, even ingesting the entire
product in one sitting. This results in a much higher ADD and dramatically increases
exposure risk for the children using these products. Without valid figures to plug into the
ADD formula, regulatory agencies cannot make informed decisions. Using the
Handbook’s suggested figures on this topic can cause epidemiological research findings
to be severely underestimated, resulting in agencies, such as the FDA, to make
regulations that may not be in the best interest of the people they serve to protect.
Another problem associated with using the Handbook’s suggested figures is that
researchers do not see a problem that requires further study. The findings in this study
suggest these discrepancies exist and the FDA’s limit of 10 ppm for lip balms should be
re-examined.
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FDA enforcement’s main concern is with products that that are misbranded or
adulterated according to the law. In cosmetics, that means the product is safe when used
according to the directions posted on the label by the manufacturer. The FDA will take
action if a safety problem is recognized, but the agency requires “reliable scientific
information proving that the product is adultered under the law” (FDA, 2016a).
The FDA has used industry funds to form a Cosmetic Ingredient Review (CIR) panel to
help advise the agency. The CIR is an independent panel of experts from science and
medicine charged with assessing cosmetic ingredient safety. They meet on a quarterly
basis to review data in published literature as well as data that the industry voluntarily
provides. The industry data may or may not be complete. The FDA also conducts its
own safety assessment, and may or may not utilize the CIR reports for cosmetic safety
evaluations (FDA, 2017).
Consumers and health care providers are encouraged to submit cosmetic-related
problems to the FDA. This can be accomplished via the internet by filling out an
electronic form at https://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/ucm2005699.htm. Complaints
or concerns may also be voiced by calling 1-800-332-1088 or by contacting the consumer
complaint coordinator located in most states. To find a local coordinator go to
https://www.fda.gov/Safety/ReportaProblem/ConsumerComplaintCoordinators/ucm2008
077.htm and look for the corresponding phone number in the state in which the complaint
is to be made (FDA, 2017).
Unfortunately, the comment period for a lip product industry guidance document
closed February 21, 2017. However, the draft document states comments will be
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accepted at any time electronically at www.regulations.gov/document?D=FDA-2014-D2275-0002 or via written communication at:
Division of Dockets Management (HFA-305)
Food and Drug Administration
5630 Fishers Lane, rm. 1061
Rockville, MD 20852
All comments should be identified with the docket number FDA-2014-D-2275
(FDA, 2016b).
Other questions or concerns regarding this topic can be addressed by contacting the
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition via phone at (240) 402-1130 (FDA,
2016b).
Even though ingestion is not the manufacturer’s intended use, one can imagine a
small child, who prefers sweet and fruit flavors, applying the product, licking their lips,
and reapplying the product several times a day, if not outright eating the product. Total
lead content within each lip balm of this study reveals a range of 2.219- 18.074 µg.
According to promotional material by Omahahealthykids.org, 3 µg is enough to lead
poison a child (“Show Your Impact,” 2010). One reason why regulations are in place is
to protect the public from using things in unintentional ways. Such regulations include
setting the maximum lead level in candy frequently eaten by children at 0.1 ppm, and
drinking water at 0.015 ppm (Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, 2016b;
National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, 2000).
Since lip balms fall under cosmetic and/or drug regulations, depending on their
intended use, the FDA sets standards for their color additives. Unfortunately, the
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allowable lead levels for additives are non-existent or twice as high for when they are
used in food (Listing of color, 1977). Among the lip products tested in this study, only
two of the 18 color additives list maximal lead limits for cosmetic use. (See Table 5 in
Appendix B). Manganese Violet’s limit is 20 ppm and Iron Oxides limit lead to 10 ppm.
Six are listed safe for foods at no more than 10 ppm. Eight are listed safe for drug use at
no more than 20 ppm, with alumina listed at no more than 10 ppm (Listing of color,
1977). These additives are not always listed for specific products though. As previously
stated, the assortments only list the color additives collectively, making it impossible for
the consumer to know which additive is in an individual product. Since certain additives
have lead limits and others do not, it is also impossible to associate lead content with a
specific color additive in this study.
Warnings are listed on all but two of the lip balms and/or their labels. These two
hold the lowest and third lowest lead readings, well below 1 ppm. The warnings on the
remaining labels comply with the FDA’s regulations, but are not easy to read nor do they
conspicuously stand out, indicating the product may pose a hazard to the purchaser or the
children who use them. 1/16th of an inch high is the equivalent of 4.5 point type font. It
is widely known in the academic world that 12 point type font makes for ease of reading
and is universally used in high school and college paper writing. Why should consumers
take these warnings seriously? Especially if they are unable to read them comfortably –
or at all?
The most prominent warnings were on an assortment of four of the studied lip
balms for a choking hazard for children under three years of age. That warning was
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displayed on the front of the package in bold and was larger than the other warnings and
ingredients on the back of the package, but smaller than the net weight information listed
right next to it. It was interesting to note how lip balms with “Keep out of reach of
children” warning are associated with lower lead content while labels with the “Use
under adult supervision” are associated with higher lead content. Again, these warnings
are not written in a way that grabs the consumer’s attention and may not be taken
seriously by consumers.
Country of Origin is a significant finding in this study and reflects the lead
allowed in cosmetics in their manufactured country. As previously stated, the U.S.
allows up to 10 ppm in lip products and China allows up to 40 ppm. This brings up a
number of issues. What are the different manufacturing practices between the two
countries? Is it easier for contamination to occur in China? It is broadly known that a
wide variety of items made in China are less expensive to the consumer and must be
therefore less expensive to manufacture. Is part of that savings due to sub-standard
manufacturing practices? If so, why is it acceptable for those workers to be exposed to
lead? Why should our children continue to be to exposed to lead in order to save a little
money?
The cost of treating EBLLs is much more than preventing it from happening in
the first place. The return on investment for lead prevention is conservatively estimated
at $17-$221 for every $1 spent (Gould, 2009). This does not take into account the
personal frustration and decreased quality of life experienced by the child and their
caregivers who may have to deal with ADHD, problems learning, anti-social behavior,
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sensory deficits, or hypertension later in life. The lip balm with the lowest lead level is
three times higher than the maximal lead level set for candy frequently eaten by children,
which is required to be no more than 0.1 ppm. The variations in this small sample size
and of other studies previously mentioned, indicate that it is possible to manufacture a lip
balm without as much lead as what is witnessed in this study.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOMMENDATIONS
Armed with this information, there are several components that need further
study. The absence of lip balm studies for childhood usage as well as for hazardous
analysis of these products is particularly disconcerting. Using adult studies for products
children do not generally use is not best practice for basing childhood risk exposure rates.
Therefore, lip balm use in children should be studied on a larger scale. With every lip
balm in this study testing positive for lead, there is a need for research utilizing larger
sample sizes for both childhood lip balm usage as well as lead content in lip balms to
identify if these findings can be generalized or not.
The FDA and other governmental regulatory bodies need to be aware of the
situation and increase their efforts to protect children from lead. The FDA needs to
examine how lip balms are actually used by children and adjust its color additive and
product limits for lead to reflect the true potential hazard to children. With the maximum
lead level in candy frequently eaten by children set at 0.1 ppm, fruit juice at 0.05 ppm and
drinking water at 0.015 ppm, why are lip balms (products deliberately applied to the
mouth) still set at 10 ppm? The FDA could use the same limits for lip balms, or any
cosmetic children use, that it has set for candy frequently eaten by children at 0.1 ppm.
This would be a balance between the known dangers lead poses as well as the difficulty
manufacturers face in removing the contaminant from their products.
There are several label requirement changes the FDA could make that include
larger, more prominent type fonts especially for warnings. If these products are truly
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intended to be used under adult supervision, that message needs to be conveyed better
than communicating said warnings in 4.5 point type font. Since the FDA admits dyes are
problematic for lead, it could require manufactures to list which dyes are used in
individual products instead of collectively on the label. To evaluate warning label
effectiveness, studies are needed to assess how consumers view lip balms, especially
those marketed as toys with cross-promotional characters and intended for cosmetic use.
Another consideration is for the FDA to altogether prohibit flavorings in lip balms to
hinder overuse and ingestion.
Public health and health care providers need to be aware of the lead dangers lip
balms pose. Health care providers need to incorporate questions related to cosmetics into
the lead risk assessment they conduct on their patients and explain these dangers to
caregivers. Public health officials need to be aware of these dangers when performing an
EBLL Inspection. Health care providers and consumers, alike, can also contact their
legislators and the FDA to voice concerns and the need for further investigation.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Lead remains one of the largest environmental health issues affecting children
today (Costa, Aschner, Vitalone, Syversen, & Soldin, 2004). Lead content in lip products
has largely been ignored by the cosmetics industry and the FDA, explaining the
extremely low dose per application is only negligible exposure risk (“Lead in Lipstick,”
2017). Cosmetic industry representatives argue there are much higher-risk lead sources
than lip products, such as pre-1978 housing and industrial sites (Leamy & Weber, 2012).
While lead-based paint is by far the largest cause for EBLL in young children, this study
indicates lip balms can also provide a noteworthy source.
Young children are the most susceptible to lead’s neurotoxic effects as they
absorb and retain more lead than adults along with the fact that their immature organ
systems are more vulnerable. Young children are also more susceptible to crosspromotional character marketing and sweet flavors. Lip balm manufactures may follow
regulations, but are they enough to protect the young children using them? Stealth
marketing tactics, difficult to read warnings and trust in the system to prevent hazards in
these types of products give consumers a false sense of security that these products are
inherently safe, even when overused or ingested.
The FDA’s lead standards for cosmetics may be considered safe for adults using
unflavored lipsticks however, it does not consider a young child’s vulnerability with a
preferred flavored product, regardless of the manufacturer’s intended use. The lack of
data examining children’s use of lip balms has resulted in very likely underestimation of
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ADD for these products when used by children and the FDA making regulation decisions
that do not take these things into account. The FDA is able to change its
recommendations, but only when they are presented with scientific proof of a safety
concern. More research is needed to validate the concerns raised in this study.
Lip products are ingested – a salient reason they are reapplied several times a day
(Blum, 2016). If lip balms contain preferred flavors such as confectionary or fruit
flavors, are marketed to appeal to young impressionable children, look like a toy and
have warnings (if there are any) only 1/16th of an inch high, what is to prevent children
from using the product several times a day or even eating it? Or alert caregivers to
potential dangers these products pose? The big question is why is anything applied near
or on any part of the mouth allowed to have more lead in it than things young children
frequently ingest like candy or water, much less 100 times as much?
Lip products may not be the sole exposure source when it comes to lead, but
many times it is a deliberate one. Some lip products are produced without lead, or at
undetectable levels. Why should it not be an industry standard? Especially with the
CDC stating there is no safe lead level. The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics advocates for
setting maximal lead levels in lip products at < 0.02 ppm to match the lowest detectable
level currently found in laboratory testing (Brown, 2013).
Should we be concerned about lead in lip balms? This study revealed lead was
present in 100% of the 25 samples. Several of these samples are estimated to raise BLLs
above the CDC’s action level of 5µg/dL if the whole product was ingested. One product
is capable of causing an EBLL twice that amount in a 2-year-old. Flavor, cross-
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promotional character association, COO as well as two warnings were associated with
higher lead levels. While not large enough to be representative of the entire lip balm
industry, it does give pause to consider allowing young children to use these products like
toys and largely unsupervised, as a safe option. At the very least, more sound research on
the subject is warranted to explore lead’s true influence on young minds.
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APPENDIX A
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Table A1: Quantile analysis of lead in lip balms
Lead in lip balms (ppm)
Quantiles
100.0%

maximum

4.0165

99.5%

4.0165

97.5%

4.0165

90.0%

3.4645

75.0%

quartile

2.95125

50.0%

median

1.9795

25.0%

quartile

1.04775

10.0%

0.6373

2.5%

0.317

0.5%

0.317

0.0%

minimum

0.317
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Distribution analysis of lip balm flavor
Flavored yes/no

Frequencies
Level

Count

Prob

no

9

0.36000

yes

16

0.64000

Total

25

1.00000
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Distribution analysis of label warning to “Keep out of reach of children.”
“Keep out of reach of children”

Frequencies
Level

Count

Prob

no

12

0.48000

yes

13

0.52000

Total

25

1.00000
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Distribution analysis of label warning to “Use Under Adult Supervision Only”
“Use Under Adult Supervision Only”

Frequencies
Level

Count

Prob

no

11

0.44000

yes

14

0.56000

Total

25

1.00000
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Distribution analysis of Country of Origin
Country of Origin

Frequencies
Level

Count

Prob

China

14

0.56000

not listed

6

0.24000

USA

5

0.20000

Total

25

1.00000
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Distribution analysis of lip balm colors
Lip Balm Color

Frequencies
Level

Count

Prob

blue

4

0.16000

brown

1

0.04000

burgundy

1

0.04000

clear opaque

2

0.08000

green

3

0.12000

pink

5

0.20000

purple

4

0.16000

red

1

0.04000

translucent
yellow

1

0.04000

yellow

3

0.12000

Total

25

1.00000
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Distribution analysis of cross-promotional characters
Cross-promotional Characters

Frequencies
Level

Count

Prob

no

15

0.60000

yes

10

0.40000

Total

25

1.00000
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APPENDIX B
COLOR ADDITIVES
Table B1: Listing of color additives
Color additives
Color
Eye Area

Blue 1

yes

Red 6

no

Red 7

no

Red 21

no

Red 27

no

Red 28

no

Red 30

no

Red 40

yes

Yellow 5

yes

Yellow 6

no

Yellow 10

no

General
External Drugs Food Lead Comments
(Including Use
Lipstick)
yes
yes
yes
yes
Food-Not more
than 10 ppm
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm,
limits when mixed
with red 7
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm,
limits when mixed
with red 6
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm
yes
yes
yes
yes
Food-Not more
than 10 ppm
yes
yes
yes
yes
Food-Not more
than 10 ppm
yes
yes
yes
yes
Food-Not more
than 10 ppm
yes
yes
yes
no
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm

(Table Continues)
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Titanium
dioxide

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Mica

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Manganese
Violet
Iron Oxides

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

Bismuth
yes
Oxychloride
Carmine
yes
Alumina
no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes
no

yes
no

no
yes

no
no

Food-No more
than 10 ppm, all
TO must stay
below 1% of food
by wt. Drugs-No
more than 20 ppm
Food-Not more
than 4 ppm,
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm
Cosmetics-not
more than 20 ppm
Cosmetics-not
more than 10 ppm
Drugs-Not more
than 20 ppm
Drugs-Not more
than 10 ppm,
CosmeticsAluminum powder
is allowed for all
uses
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APPENDIX C
PHOTOGRAPHS OF LIP BALMS

Figure C1: Photograph of lip balms (labels covered) with caps and corresponding
numbers
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Figure C2: Photograph of standing lip balms with caps and corresponding numbers

